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                            Fetewords

   Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra was not recognized as one of his great-

est tragedies in former days. S.L.Bethell says that it has been treated the
least kindly of Shakespeare's tragedies.(i) Indeed nearly all the critics before

the age of Romantic Revival could not appreciate it as a great work. Even
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though in that age such great critics as Coleridge and Hazlitt could recognize

its greatness, they only acknowledged it as a masterpiece of historical play
and not of tragedy. (2) Formerly it was not generally considered as a great play

and its stage presentation was 'infrequent. From its first performance in 1608

to the last one in the 19th century, it had only ten runs of performance,
and almost all of them were failures. (3) This shows that the greatness of this

tragedy was not unclerstood by the public, though this may be due partly to
the fact that the tragedy has too many scenes and its staging was exceedingly

di'Eficult owing to the change of theatre form from the Elizabethan and moreover

Dryden's All for Love was more popular than it. But from the latter half o'f

the 19th century, the greatness of the tragedy came to be gradually under-
stood, and recently it has been regarded even as the greatest of all Shake-

speare's great tragedies.(4) Nowadays it has often been reproduced every
year.(5) Now I shall trace the critical changes of this play until it has corne

to be recognized as one of the greatest tragedies of Shal〈espeare.

                Earlier Criticism of .Antony and Cteopatra

    The story of Antony and Cleopatra was made considerably known to the
Elizabethans. North's translation of Plutarch's Lives (1579), Countess of Pem-

broke's Antonius (1952), and Daniel's 71ragedie of CleoPatra were, perhaps, read

or seen by them. Presumably in 1607 Shakespeare wrote Antony and CleoPatra,
but this tragedy was not published till 1623. These facts may show that the

tragedy was, perhaps, not so popular with the Elizabethan public.

    In the age of Restoration Dryden (1631-1700) made much of the unities ef
time, place, and action, which had been erroneously laid down from Aristot-

le's Peetics. Shakespeare had rejected thern in the tragedy. So Dryden seems
to have considered this to be the defect of the tragedy, though he recognized

its greatness and had great respect for Shakespeare's genius, Then imitating

its style and observing the unities, Dryden wrote his All fbr Love (1677).(6)

This drama of Dryden's became more popular and more frequently represented
than that'tragedy of Shakespeare's in the 17th ･and 18th centuries, though
the former is far inferior to the latter, Dryden's All ;for Love accorded with

the rule of three unities and was more suitable for the production in the
theatres of those ages, and it appealed to the public more than Shakespeare's

Antony and CleoPatra.

   In the age of Pseudo-Classicism forms and rules were much respected.
Nicholas Rowe (1674-1718) also made much of the unities. Antony and CleoPatra
comprehehds a great length of time and different places of the Roman Empire.

In this' point Rowe considered Shakespeare to have been careless, and the
tragedy seemed to him to have many faults. But he esteemed its poetry and also

paid attention to the characters in it, He thought that the characters were

as exact as in history and they acted and spoke properly and fitly, so that

they could compensate for the faults. He could not but aclmire the play and

insist that, as Shakespeare lived under a kind of mere Light of Nature and
had never been acquainted with regularity of those rules established by Aris-

totle, it would be hard to judge him by a iaw he knew nothing of; Rowe
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admired the play, because in it Shal〈espeare imitated exactly the historian
(Plutarch) and had verisimilitude which was valued by the critics in the

Restoration Age-Shal〈espeare observed justly the manners proper to the char-
acters represented, and described them exactly; for instance, he described
the irregular greatness of mind in Antony and his description was true to the

Roman History. His design in the play seemed to Rowe to describe great
men in the several fortunes and accident$ of their lives rather than take any

single great action and form his work simply out of it, so that thi$ design

could make up for the fault that Shakespeare did not conform to the unity
of action.(7)

   A!though Rowe thought that Shal〈espeare had not lmown the. unities and
so he had not observed the rule, Samuel Johnson 〈1709-84) maintained that it
was impossible to decide and useless to inquire whether Shakespeare had
known the unities and rejected them by design, or deviated from them by
happy ignorance, Though being a critic of the Pseudo-Clas$icism, Johnson
himsel'f rejected the unities to some extent and iusisted that the unities of

time and place had arisen from false assumptions and, by circumscribing the

extent of the drama, they lessened its variety. The merits of Antony and
CleoPatra were, in his opinion, the continual hurry of the action, the variety

of incidents, and the quicl〈 succession of one persen to another;-these call
the rnind forward without intermission from the first act to the last; this

play keeps curiosity always busy and the passion always interested, The power

of delighting, as he thought, is derived principally from the frequent changes

Qf seene. So he did not thinl〈 it much to be regretted that the unities of
time and place had been neither known nor observed by Shakespeare. While
Johnson recognized the greatness of the play to some extent without being a

slave to the rule of unities, he could not feel interest in the characters of

the play. He was of opinion that no character was very strongly diserirninated

and even Antony's speeches were not distinguishable from those of others,
and the feminine arts which distinguished Cleopatra were too low, He,
moreover, thought that tragedy must have unity of action, but the play had
not so near approach to unity of action; so he regarded it as' a historical play

rather than a tragedy in its quality, for in a historical play the events, of

which the principal are described according to history, can be produced with･

out any art of connection or care of disposition as in this play.C8) It is true

that Johnson acknowledged the greatness of the play in its `variety', but he
cou!d not be interested in its characters and their dictions. For him the greatest

graces of aplay were to copy nature and instruct life, and the immoral
subject of the play-the unlawful and sensual love theme-seems to have
prevented him from appreciating the real merits of the play. Though he was
a great critic, he could not underStand the characteristics of Antony's and

Cleopatra's dictions which contain such vast imagery as of the earth, the

heaven, and the universe, He detected the defect of the play in its Ioose
construction and regarded the play as a historical play and not as a tragedy,

but originally its text had not had the division of scene, The editors, afterh

wards, thinking in terms of localized scenes, produced an incredible number
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 of scenes. He could not realize the tight and balanced construction of this
 tragedy concealed in its superficial loo$eness.

    Such comments as the above may be called the `theatrical criticism',
 because the above-mentioned critics discussed Antony and CleoPatra as a play

 produced on the stage or as a play to be presented in the theatre. But the

poets of the age of Romantic Revival (1799-1852〉 began the `closet criticism'.
They read Shakespeare's dramas in their studies and criticized them as if
they had been poetry not written to be acted on the stage. They did not or
least consider Shakespeare's plays in relation to Shakespeare's stage. Though

the depths of his dramas were explored by their excellent insight and imagina-

tion, it was ignored by them that he was a very practical playwright and
wrote al! his plays to be acted on the stage. Here we can find the defect of
their critici$m.

    S.T.Coleridge (1772-1834) regarded Antony ana CleoPatm as a historical
play, but not as a tragedy, "Of all Shakespeare's historical plays," he wrote,

"Antony and'CleoPatra is by far the most wonderful. There is not one in
which he has folJowed histery so minutely, and yet there are few in which
he impresses the notion of angelic strength so much;-perhaps none in which
he impresses it more strongly, Thi$ is greatly owing to the manner in which
the fiery force is sustained throughout, and to the numerous momentary flashes

of nature counteracting the historic abstraction". In his view .feliciter auclax

is the rnotto for its style compared with that of Shakespeare's other works;

this happy valiancy of style is but the representative and result of all the

material excellencies so expressed. The following is also his assertion, The
play should be read thoroughly as the IQve' and in'stinct. But the art displayed

in tPe .character of Cleopatra is profound; the sense of criminality in her

passion is lessened by our insight into its depth and energy, at the very moment

that we cannot but perceive that the passion itself springs out of the habital

cravings of a licentious nature and is supported and reinforced by voluntary

stimulus and sought-for associations. He praised the play to be alrnost a
forrpidable riva.1 ol Macbeth, Hamlet, Otheilo, and Lear in all exhibitions of

a giant power in its strength and vigour of maturity.(9)
    Coleridge considered the play wrongly to be a historical play, but he was

Yhe first critic who understood and appreciated its greatness, especially in

its style and Cleopatra's character.

. W.Hazlitt (1778-1830) also recognized the merits of the drama, and called

itavery noble play. He evaluated it to stand next to the first class of
Shakespeare's productions. He also regarded it as a historical play---the

finest of Shakegpeare's historical plays, in which Shakespeare made poetry
the organ of history and assumed a certain ･tone of character and sentiment

in conformity to the historical known fact, instead of trusting only to his
OHb8,9ri¥ettO."i,9dl,fgdiielaivei5'Se2gt8,kh,2.%niiMhtfigige,:Lle,"g?O,f,RI':.OW,",,g,ai'8.Ya

Eastern magprficence. The characters of the play attracted his interest. They

seemed to him not to be the groups of stage-puppets or poetical machines
making set speeches on human life and acting from a ealculation of ostensible
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motives, but to breathe, move, and live as real human beings. He appraised
the character of Cleopatra as a masterpiece unlike Dr. Johnson. In his opinion,

Cleopatra's character is the triumph of the voluptuous, of the love of pleasure

and the powe:' of giving it, over every other consideration. He warned the
readers against paying the jealous attention to the unities of time and plEtce,

as it had taken away the principle of perspective in the drama, all the inter-

ests which objects derive from distance, contrast, privation, change of
fortune and long-cherishecl passion, and the view of life of a strange and
romantic dream long, obscure, and infinite, He said, "Shakespeare's genius
has spread over the whole play a richness like the overflowing of the Nile". (iO)

    Hazlitt was an exemplary romantic critic and appraised mainly the roman-

tic elements of the drama highly.
    T.Campbell (1777-1844) also regarded the play as a historical play, in
which Shakespeare combined an almost literal fidelity to history with an
equally faithful adherence to the truth of nature and superinduced the merit

of skilful dramatic management, (ii)

    T,De Quincey (1785-1859) regarded Shakespeare as the absolute creator of

female character and considered Cleopatra as a fine and pure creation of his

art. About Antony he said that the character had a mind of chaotic compoF

sition-light confiicting with darkness, proportions of colossal grandettr
disfigured by unsymmetrical arrangement, the angelic in close neighbourhood
with the brutal.(i2)

    De Quincey was learned in the philosophy of human heart and tead the
character in its true meaning.

    The critics of the age of Romantic Revival were, on the whole, favourable

to Antony and CleoPatpta, because the drarna suited with the their romantic

mood and appealed to them. But it could not make a favourable impression
on the writers of the Victorian Age (1833-1900), , because the story of the love

affairs of the drama seemed to be too indelicate and immoral for thern to
receive it favourably. But they eould not but admire Shakespeare's dramaturgy

 and poetry of the play. Then they tried to justify themselves in depreciating

 the characters of Antony and Cleopatra and their love affair. But toward$
 the end of the 19th century the play was gradually recognizad its merits and

 even produced on the stage.
    Scottowe's criticism on this play (1824) was as follows: The discretion and

 actions of Shakespeare's Antony are diametrically opposed to each other.
 Antony lost his judgement by the licentiousness of Cleopatra which is the
 link to bind her to Antony's heart; her depravity is congenial to his nature,

 he himself being dissolute and voluptuous, Shakespeare wrotethe inmost
 thoughts of Antony whose intellectual ability became a victim to his
 corporeal frailty and his appetite.(i3)

    For H. Hallam (in 1839) the play did not furnish so many striking beauties as

 julius Caesar, but was at least equally redolent of the genius of Shakespeare;

 and Cleopatra was the incarnation of passions, more lawless and insensib!e

 to reason and honour than Antony: 'the character was not one that could
 please, but the type found in the courtesan of common life, though it had
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 only a poetical originality.(i4)

    According to Chatles Bathurst (in 1857), Antony and CleoPatra is a care-
 lessly written play, with no attempt at dignity, but with a great deal of

 nature, spirit, and knowledge of charaeter, and with several most beautiful

 passage$ of poetry and imagination. He explains that the subject of the
 play is historical, but is chiefly the anecdote of history. He presumes that
 Shakespeare meant to elevate the character of Antony as much as possible and

 he is represented as a man of the most noble and high spirit, capable at times

 of thoroughly soldier-like and full of 1〈ind and generous feelings, notwithstand-
 ing his great weakness in all that concerns Cleopatra. (i5)

    Hartley Coleridge (in 1851〉 thought that the general subject of the play and
 the preference Iong given to Dryden's All for Love proved the danger of the

 negligence of the three unities in order to introduce a greater variety of

 inciclents. It was not ea$y for H.Coleridge to conjecture Shal〈espeare's reason
 for introducing so many short scenes, for they detain the action, He ac-
knowledged the superiority of poetry and character as well as the deep and
grand pathos, but for him both Antony and Cleopatra were too heroic, to be
pitiecl for weakness and too viciously foolish to be admired for their heroism,

pue said, "Seldom has unlawful love be xendered so interesting; but the

mterest, though not dangerous, is not perfectly agreeable,"(i6)

. Accorqing to W,W.LIoyd (in 1856), the passion of Antony for Cleopatra
is too obviously spurious to command our sympathy, but it is in its way
sympathetic and unselfish; and the course of the action make$ us feel the
value of this quality, however debased. Notwithstanding the folly of Antony

and falsehood of Cleopatra, the play throughout envinces the master hand of

Shakespeare. It reads with unchecked freshness, and every live is charged
with the maturest of his ripened mind. Thus Lloyd recognized thi$ play as
the most correct in the technical sense.(i7)
                                                      '    J.A,Heraud asserted (in 1865) that Shakespeare's intellectual energies,
which had alreacly blended with and modified his imaginative, , passionate and

creative power and impulses, manifested themselves in the highest form in
his sublime and wondetful tragedy of Antony and CleoPntra. The hero and
heroine of this tragedy at their height of fortune conceived themselves to be

in the position of Divine Powers and free from all laws except that of their

own wills. In his opinion Shakespeare did not paint them as niere human
persong indulging in voluptuous and licentious habits, but as the beings living

in an ideal region far above the reach ofamoral code-they acted on the
warranty of their own nature and were free from becoming immoral; no
notion of guilt attached to their conduct either in Shakespeare's opinion or

their own. He considered that, though Shakespeare showed by the catastrophe

of.t.he tragedy that their position had been false, they suffered no vulgar

cnticism to come near them and sat on thrones outside the world, and they
reposed on the couches which fioated in air-like clouds and never touched the

surface of the earth.(i8)

   J. A. Hgraud tried to demonstrate the merits of the tragedy by explaining

that the imrnorality of the subject of the tragedy, which was blamed
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by most critics of the Victorian Age, has nothing to do with its true va!ue,

   Edward Dowden (1843･--1913) discussed the tragedy as follows: the charac-

ters of Antony and Cleopatra insinuate themselves through the senses,
trouble the blood, ensnare the imagination, and invade our whole being like

colour or lil〈e music. The figures dilate to proportion greater than human and
are seen through ' a golden haze of sensuous splendour. This play is a divini･

zation of pleasure, followed by the remorseless Nemesis of eternal iaw, The
spirit of it, therefore, is essentially severe, tliough superficially it appears

voluptuous. Antony is swayed hither andthither by appetites, interests, and

imagination, careless of his own moral being, incapable of self--control, and

soiled with the stains of passion and decay. Cleopatra is the ideal of sensual

attractiveness. She weaves her snares with endless variety in order that
Antony may not escape. Their love is the deeper intoxication of ]nidclle age,

when death has become a reality. Antony is daily dropping away farther
from al! that is sound, strong, and enduring. He is the ruin of Cleopatra's

magic, She is neither faithful nor faithless to him; she has a complex nature

composed of layers of sincerity anct insincerity and is `a brilliant antithesis, a

coinpound of contradictions, of all tliat we most hate, with what we most
admire' as Mrs, Jame$on said. What Shakespeare would seem to say to us in
this play as an artist is that this sensuous infini'te is but a dream, a deceit,

and a snare, The ethical truth lives and breathes in every part of this play
no less than the truth to things sensible and presentable to the irnagination,(i9)

   As the above shows, Dowden's criticism was affected by the faults of the

Victorian trend of view, and he could not understand the true value of the
tragedy, though he was a sound and keen critic.

   F.J.Futnivall, as well as R.Cartwright, maintained (in 1859) that in
Cleopatra the `clark lady' in Shakespeare's Sonnet$ wa$, to $ome extent, ern-

bodied, He praised the poem picturing Cleopatra's first meeting with Antony
upon the river of Cydnus. In hi$ view, Cleopatra, whois fickle, serpentlike,

lustful, false, and yet attractive, plays a prominent part in this play; and
Antony, who has not only renown and power, but also that fatal inabili'ty to

say `No' to woman which shows us his weakness and the cause of his final
fall, prefers selfishly his own whims to honour's call and his country's good. (oo)

   A.C, Swinburne (in 1880〉 admired and praised highly the tragedy, especial-
ly feeling the charm, the terror, and the mystery of Cleopatra's absolute
and royal soul. He said that in Cleopatra, only once for all, Shakespeare had

given us the perfect and the everlasting woman. (2i) In this respect, Swinburne

differs from other critics of the Victorian Age and is so excellent that a
modern eminent crftic, G.Wi!lson Knight, follows his critieism on Cleopatra.
    According to H, N. Hudson, this play contains a superabundance of external

animation as well as a surpassing fineness of workmanship. The great variety

and the rapidity, with which events pass before u$, distract and divert the

thoughts from those subtteties of characterization and delicacies of poetry

which everywhere accompany them, and so he says that the play need$ oft-
repeated and most careful perusal to appreciate its real merit. (22)

   H. Cbrson explained (in 1889) the dramatic situation as follows: a man of
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 extraordinary possibilities and altogether of colossal but unsymmetrical pro-
 portions is brought under the sway of a sensuously fascinating woman, and the

 greatest possible demands are made upon his asserting his z)obler self to
 induce a vigorous resistance to her sway and to save him from becorning
 a helpless victim of her magic. But Antony has `some vicious mo!e of nature'

 in him, and he cannot meet those demands. This is the very theme of
 Antony and CleoPatra, The moral problem involved in the dramatic treatment
 of sych. a theme is to consist in shutting off sympathy with moral obliquity

 but in inviting sympathy with moral freedorn on the part of the principal

 actgr. We are nowhere brought into a sympathtic relationship with the moral

 obliquity of either Antony or Cleopatra. We are protected by Shake$peare's
 Inorai sRirit from any perversion of moral judgment; Cleopatra'$ fascination
 is described and spoken of rather than brouglat dramatically to our feelings

 through what she actually says and does before our eyes on the stage----the

 narrated elements serve moral proportion. The moral judgment is stimulated
 to its best activity throughout the play. Though Cleopatra's fascination is

 almost wholly a sexual one exerted upon those who are in her bodily presence,

 the drama brings her charm$ and fascination to our aesthetic appreciation
 by tbe narration described in excellent poetry rather than simply acquainting

 us with the fact, Corson thought this a feature of the play.(23)

    W, Winter's assertion (in 1892) is the following, The play affords a great
 and splendid relief and refreshment to strong natures that sicken under the

 weight of convention and are weary with looking upon the bitterness of
human nature in its ordinary forms. Shakespeare's vast imagination was
he.re loosedi upon colossal images and imperial splendours, The theme is the

ruin of a demigod, The play does not signify that the stern tTuth of mortal

evanescence is suggested all the way and simply disclosed at last in a tragical

wreck of honour, love, and iife, While the splendid pageant endures, it
gndures in a diamond light, and when it fades and crumbles, the change is

iFstantaneous to darkness and death. Antony and Cleopatra are in rniddle
life and their ideal･is that which invests them with the developed powers

and fearless and exultant passions of men and women to whom the world
Fnd life are afact and not a dream. For them there is but one hour, which
is the present, and one life, which they will entirely and absolutely fulfi1,

They have passed out of the mere instinctive life of the senses into that
more intense and thrilling 1ife in which the senses are fed and governed by

Fhe lmagination, Nemesis will certainly come to them, for nothing is more
mevitably doomed than mortal delight in mortal love, Shakespeare taught his
Iesson of truth with the most inexorable purpose in this play, though it is

the vitality and not the moral implication of the subject that the actors must

be concerned to show. Antony and Cleopatra are lovers only; each of them
speaks gi'eat thoughts in great language, displays noble imagination, and
becomes majestic in the hour of danger and pathetically heroic in the hour
of death, The splendid stature and infinity in them must be recognized and
understood by the observers of this tragedy.(24)

   George Wyndham (in 1895) discussed the relation between North's Plestarch
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and Shakespeare's Antony and CleoPatra. He maintainect that during the first

three acts of his play Shakespeare merely painted the man and the woman
who were to suffer and die in the last two acts, and for these portraits he

had scraped together all his colour from the many passage$ such as were
scattered through the earlier and longer portion of North's Antonius; but in

the Fourth Act he changed his method, because he had no more need to
gather and arrange; and the concentrated passion, born of, and contained
in, North's serried narrative, expandecl in his verse into the fiashes of
immortal speech. (25)

    ES.Beas (in 1896) is of the opinion that the tragedy is unsurpassed in
consummate delineation of character and in the supei"b rhythmical swell of

many passages, but it laas a grave defect; it has no clramatic unity and
perspective. He says that the multiplicity of details is bewildering, and no
single event stancls out boldly as the pivot on which the catastrophe turns.
But this artistic defect is in part the outcome of a significant pecu!iarity in

Shakespeare's treatment of love as a dramatic therne. In his view, sexual
passion is the immediate subject of this play, but the emotional interest is
interwoven with the element of political nature-the struggle for the lordship

of the Roman world; Shakespeare does not isolate this elaborate study of
amorou$ passion from the wider, more niaterial, i$sues of surrounding life.
This is a method which avoids the disastrous pitfall of treating love as the

exclusive factor in existence-the belief that sexual relationship is the solitary,

imperious concern of all mankind----according to Boas' theory; so that, though

Shakespeare opens to our views the heart aflame with sensuous desire, the

picture does not tend to produce an unwholesome prurience, because the
kaleidoscopic changes of Cleopatra's moods are counterpoised with Roman
legions tramping in solid array, the battles, council chambers, and the
like, on which the destinies of kingdoms depend.(26)

   In [V.R.Lounsbury's views (in 1901〉, Antony and CleoPatra exhibits Shake-
speare's almost divine insight and intuition; no one can give so clear and
vivid a conception of the characters of the actors who took part in the struggle

for the supremacy of the world. He says that Antony appears the soldier
and voluptuary; he wa$, alternately by love, by regret, and by ambition, at

one moment the great ruler of the divided world, and at the next moment

was reclde$sly flinging his future away at the dictation of a passionate caprice;

while Cleopatra, true to no interest, fascinating, treacherous, and charming

with her grace even those whom she revolts by her conduct, was Iuring the

man whom she half loved to a ruin which involved herself in his fate.

Lounsbury further $ays that other characters appear painted in clear and

sharp outline on the crowded canvas of Shakespeare, while Enobarbus stands

lil〈e the chorus of a Greek tragedy.(27)

   Richatd Garnett says (in 1903) that Antony and CleoPatra is a worl〈 about
the `world great business'; and hardly anywhere else is there such bustle,

such variety, or such zest for political and military affairs. He explains that

Shakespeare's treatment of Cleopatra is purely objective and there is no trace
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of personal resentment, and sheisperhaps the most wonderful of all Shake-
speare's studies of female character. He says about Antony that he is marvel-

lously depicted as `the average sensual man' capable of deep human feeling;

and the depth of feeling is entirely devotecl to Cleopatra, so intensely, so

sincerely, and so single-mindedly that we overlook that Antony is in decay,
no longer able to sway the Rornan multitude or control Octavius; his wisdom

and policy are gone forever and even martial honour is dimined; but the
love for Cleopatra ainends for all. Garnett also says about Cleopatra that
the keynote of her personality is her `infinite variety'; there is in her every

phase of female character. In his opinion the play itsel'f h,as the same
amplitude as her charactey, with its great sweep in tiine and place,'its
continual changes of scene, its crowd o'E personages, and its multitudes of
speeches and profusion of poetical imagery. Garnett's critcistn on this tragedy

is that the ease with which Shakespeare handles the theme in it and also
the plasticity of the entire subject in his hands manifest the perfection of his

art by dint of practice, but impair the effectiveness of the tragecly on the

stage, because there are few sustained outbursts of passion or eloquence,
although the play is resplendent with poetical phrases. (28)

   W. J. Cou,rthope's view (1903) is that Antony's character in its extraordinary

versatility furnishes one of those contradictory problems of human nature
vvhich Shakespeare was accustomed to study with the most synipathetic in-
sight. He assumes that the meretricious fascination of Cleopatra, joined to a
certain greatness of soul and ficlelity to passion, must have struck shakespeare's

imagination by i'ts likeness as well as in contrast to the `dark lady'

whose character he painted in his Sonnets. He tal〈es notice of the use of the
word `will' in the p!ay, and explains thus: Antony went to ruin becau$e he
`would make his will Lord of his reason'-this passage shows that his conduct

was what Iago calls `merely a lust of the blood and permission of the will',

and the meaning of the word `will' is the very helplessness of passion spoken

of in Sonnet CL. Thus Courthope recognizes the projection of the `dark
lady' of Shakespeare's Sonnets on the Cleopatra of the tragedy.(29)

   H.W.Mabie (in 1900) considers the play as a tragedy almost increclibly
rich in variety and range of character and in splendour of setting. In his
opinion this drama brings before the imagination with equal firmness of touch

the power of Rome, personified in the disciplined and far-seeing Octavius,
the voluptuous temperament of the East in Cleopatra, and the tragic cellision

of two great opposing conceptions of life in Antony-a man born with the
Roman capacity for action and the Eastern passion for pleasure. The follow-
ing is the epitome of his explanation. This tragedy is the drama of the East

and West in mortal collision of ideals and motives, and the East suceumbs
to the superior fibre and more highly organized character of the West. The
story of Antonius in Plutarch's hands has a noble breadth and beauty, and
is full of insight into the ethical relations of the chief actors in this world-

drama. Shal〈espeare only brought out dramatically the sigiiificance of Plu-
tarch's words: "The love of Cleopatra lighted on Antonius, who did waken and
stir up many vices yet hidden in him, and were never seen to any; and if
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any spark of good or hope of rising were left him, Cleopatra quenched it

straight and made it worse than before", Upon this great theme Shal〈espeare
showed how tragic disaster issues out of unregulated passion ancl infects the

coolest nature with madness. Mabie analyzes as follows:-"Cleopatra is the
greatest of enchantresses. She has wit, grace, and humour; and the intoxi-
cation of sex breathes from her, She tmites the passion of a great temper･
ament with the fathomless coquetry of a courtesan of genius. She is passio,n-

ately alive, avid of sensation, consumed with love of pleasure, imperious in

her demands for that absolute homage which slays honour and saps manhood
at the very springs of its power. This superb embodiment of feminity,
untouched by pity and untroubled by conscience, has a compelling charni,
born in the mystery of passion and taking on the radiance of a thousand moods

which melt into one another in endless succession, as if there were no limit

to the resources of temperament and the sorceries of her beauty. Of her alone

has the greatest of poets dared to declare that `Age cannot wither her, nor
custom stale her infinite variety'. It is this magnificence which inve$ts CIeo-

patra's crirninality with a kind of sublimity, so vast is the scale of her being

and so tremendous the force of her passions." Mabie indicates that the style

of the play marl{s the transition to Shakespeare's latest manner: rhyme almost

disappears, ancl `weak'endings' or ,the use of weal〈 monosyllables at the end
of the lines become very numerous-he had secured such conscious mastery of
his art that he trusted entirely to his instinct and taste, Mabie concludes his

criticism with the remarks that the depth of Shakespeare's poetic art and the

power of his imagination are displayed in their full compass in Antony and
CleoPatra; the play is vitalized as by fire, so radiant is it in energy and beauty

of expression; not only are the chief figures realized with historical fidelity, but

they breathe the very atrnosphere of the East; and the play is steeped in the

languor and luxury of the East, and has the glow and radiancy of painting. (so)

   Mabie's criticism is considerably valid and reliable.

                Recent Criticisrrt of dntony ana aleopatra

   Recent criticism ef the tragedy is, on the whole, superior to its earlier
criticisrn, but almost all the germs of recent criticism are contained somewhere

in the earlier criticism. In some recent criticism one germ of them has been

given prominence and developed, and in other recent criticism a few or
several germs of them have been done likewise, according to the standpoint
of each recent critic. From the standpoint and method of approach, the recent

criticsm can be classified broadiy into four or five kinds of criticism: --the

character or psychological, the historical, the ae$thetical, the multi-conscious,

and the like. (3i)

  (1) Character-Criticism

   This sort･of criticism can be called psychological or natural criticism,

because the PlaY is studied by the psychologicai method of approaeh to the

charaters of the play as if they were real living men and women in the
world, and mainly from the results of that study the literary vsTork is evalu-

ated. Then the study of a play becomes to study chiefiy its characters. As
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       I have mentioned before, Rowe, Johnson, Coleridge, Hazlitt, and many critics
       in the latter part of the 19th Century paid much attention to the characters
       of the tragedy and cliscussed them, but A. C. Bradley's (1851-1935) achievements

       in this sort of criticism was great and admirable.

          Coleridge wrote that Shakespeare impressed the notion of anglic strength

       in Antony and CleoPatra inore than in Etlmost any of other plays. Bradley

       takes these words to show that Shal〈espeare hacl an ability to cornpose an
       extraordinarily effective play out of intractable materials as easily and freely

       as if he had an angelic strength, and not that the play itself impressed the

       notion of angelic strength on the audience, and so to regarcl the play as a

       riva! of Shakespeare's 'Eamous four tragedies, whether on the stage or in the

       study, as Coleridge did, is considered to be surely an error by Bradley.
       Besides, Bradiley thinks that the play may be wonderful as Coleridge called
       it, but it has not an equal value to those of Shakespeai'e's famous four trag-

       edies, and so in the attempt to rank it with them there is involved some-
       thing more important than an error in valuation, for there is a 'failure to

       discriminate the peculiar marks of this tragedy which mal〈e it decidedly
       different 'from the other tragedies.

          In Bradley's opinion, the tragedy has a grave defect in the co, nstruction

       -it has so many scenes as forty-two-and moreover the matter presented in
       the first three acts lacks dramatic elements, Bradley insists that the story oE

       most of Shakespeare's tragedies is not merely exciting and impressive from
       the movement of confiicting forces towards a terrible issue, but often there

       come situations and events which appeal most powerfully to the dramatic
       feelings-scenes of action or passion which agitate the audience with alarm, '

       horror, painful expectation or absorbing sympathies and antipathies, but the

       first three acts of the tragedy lack these elernents dramatic both in special
       and general senses of the word, and thus it has never attained popularity
       either on the stage or off it. He supposes that Shakespeare might have easily

- made those acts of the tragedy extremely exciting in aheightened tone and
       tension by portraying both severity of an inward struggle and fatal step of
       Antony's return from Rome which might have made this story of Antony and
       Cleopatra the source of tragic emotions, if he had chosen; but he does no
       such thing till the catastrophe is near. In Bradley's view, tragic impressions

       of any great volume or depth were reserved by the very scheme of the work
       for the last stage of, the conflict, while the main interest, down to the battle

       of Actium, was directed to the matters exceedingly interesting: on the one
       hand, to the political a$pect of the story; on the other, to the personal causes

       which helped,to make the issue inevitable.

           The political situation and its development are simple and to show the
       reduction of three of the triumvirate to one. The one is Octavius. Bradley
       discusses this character in detaii. The epitome of his dicussion on the character

       is as follows: Octavius fixed his eyes on his purpose to rule the world alone,

       sacrificed everything for it, and used everything as a means to it. Shakespeare

       teok little interest in this character. Octavius is one of those men who have

       plenty of `judgment' and not much `blood'. Victory in the world almost always
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goes to such men. He is very formidable. We dislike him and when Cleopatra
by her death cheats this conqueror of his prize, we feel unmixed delight.
Though this character is neither attractive nor wholly clear, this figure is

invested with a certain tragic dignity, because he is felt to be the Man of

Destiny, the agent of forces against which the intentions of an individual

would do nothing. From the character of this man, Bradley explains the
political aspect of the tragedy and says that, in spite of an external magni-
ficient spectacle, the tragedy fails to uplift or dilate the imagination; this

makes the play appear inwardly small. The `world--sharers' contend for the
lordship of the world, but their aiins are as personal as if they were captains

of banditti, and they are followed merely from self--interest or private attach-

ment. In short the political aspect of the tragedy is of a world so splendid,

but so false and petty; a painfu! $ense of hollowness of the aspect oppresses

us. From this Bradley explains the iinportant characteristics of the tragedy

thus: the presentation of the outward conflict for the world's lordship ha$
two results; first it blunts our feeling of the greatness of Antony's fall from

prosperity, secondly the greatness of Antony and Cleopatra in their fall is so

much heightened by the contrast with the world they lose and the conqueror
who wins it, that the positive elernent in the final tragic impression, the
element of reconciliation, is strongiy emphasized. The peculiar and character-

i'stic effect of this tragedy, therefore, depends not only on the absence of

decidedly tragic $cenes and events in it$ first half, but quite as much on this

emphasis.

    Bradley discusses Antony's character. He says that in the opening scene
of the tragedy its two aspects the dotage of the great general and his capac-

ity of finding in something the infinite and pursuing it into the jaws of death

(the tragic greatness with the tragic excess) are presented together.We
syrrtpathize warmly with Antony, and we are greatly drawn to him and
inc!ined to regard him as a noble nature half spoiled' by his time. His nature

is a large, open, generous, expansive nature, quite free from envy, capable

of great magnanimity and even of entire devotion. He is unreserved, naturally

straightforward and courteous. He can admit faults, accept advice and even
reproof, and take a jest against him with good humour. Though he can be
exceedingly dignified, he seems to prefer a b!unt though sympathetic plain-
ness, which is one cause of the attachment of his soldiers. His nature tends to

splendid action and lusty enjoyment, but he is neither a mere soldier nor a
mere sensualist. He has imagination, , the temper of an artist who revels in

abundant and yejoicing appetites, feasts his senses and richness of life, fiings

hirnself into its mirth and revelry, yet feels the poetry in all this, and at the

same time he is able to put it by and be more than content with the hardship

of adventure. He 'enjoys being a great man, but he has not the love of rule

for rule's sake. Power for him is chiefiy a means to pleasure. The pleasure

he wants is so huge that he needs a huge power. By women he is not only
attracted but govemed. The joy of life had always culminated for him in the

love of women: he could say `No' to none of them. When he meets Cleopatra,
he finds his Absolute. She satisfies, nay, glorifies, his whole being. He is
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 more than love's pilgrim; he is love's martyr. The above is the epitome of
 Bradley's explanation of Antony'$ character.

    Bradley explains Cleopatra's character as follows:-Cleopatra is both a
 ceurtesan of genius and a great queen. The whole of the fifth Act is devoted

 to the heroine, in which she becomes unquestionably a tragic character, but

 not till then. She stands in a group with Hamlet and Falstaff. They are
 inexhaustible and their variety could never be staled by custom; Shakespere

 has bestowed on each of them, though they differ so much, his own orginality,

his genius. What raises Cleopatra at last into pure tragedy is, in part, her love

for Antony. The exercise of sexual attraction is the element of her life. She

has developed the nature in a consummate art, She ,lives for feeling, and
some of her feelings are violent. She ruins a great man, but shows no sense
of the tragedy of his ruin. She is willing to survive her lover. The thing that

dr.ives her to die is certainty that she will be carried to Rome to grace the

triumph of Octavius. Doubtless she wrought magic on the senses, but had not

such extraorclinary beauty as seems divine. What makes her wonderful and
sovereign is in her final speech, `I am fire and air: my other elements I give

to baser life'. Only the spirit of fire and air within her refuses to be tram-

melled or extinguished, burns its way througla the obstacles of fortune and even

through the resistance of her love and grief, and would lead undaunted to
fresh lif.e and the cgnguest of neyv worlds. In the final scenes of hev life, it

flames mto such brilliance that we watch her entranced as she struggles for

freedom, and thrilled with triumph as, even if conquerecl, she puts her con-

queror to scorn and gees to the other world to meet her lover in the splendour

that crowned and robed her long ago, when she first met him in this world
to take him captive for ever,

    Though my epitomes of Bradley's explanation of the characters are flat
and static, his character--analyses are, in truth, solid and dynamic by dint of

his observation of their action in the tragecly. Through his excellent character-

analyses Bradley draws the conclusion of his criticism of this play as follows:

although we close the book in a triumph which is more than reconciliation
                                                                     'this is mingled with a sadness so peculiar, almost the sadness of disenchant-

ment: it is because when the glow has faded, Cleopatra's ecstasy comes to
appear only an effort strained and prodigious as well as glorious, and is not

the final expression of character, thoughts and emotions which have dominated

a whole life; and it is also because there is something paradoxical we are
saddened by the very fact that the catastophe saddens us so little; in other

words it pains us that we should feel so much triumph and pleasure. Tragic

emgtlons are stirred in the fullest possible measure only when such beauty or
nobility of character is displayed as commands unre$erved admiration or love,

or when, in default of this, the forces which move the agents, ancl the
confiict which results from these forces, attain a terrifying and overwhelming

power. Shakespeare's four most famous tragedies sati$fy one or both of these
conditions, but this tragedy satisfies neither of them completely. Thottgh a great

tra.gedy, it attempts sornething different and succeeds triumphantly, and leaves

us m astonishment at the powers which created it. (32)Such was Bradley's criticism
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upon AntonN and CleoPatra. His criticism is now generally called to be out-of･-

date, but had a great infiuence upon his contemporary and Iater critics.

   Arthur Symons (1865-1945) says that the tragedy is the most wonderful of
ali Shakespeare's plays, and it is so mainly because the figure of Cleopatra is

the most wonderful not only of Shal〈espeare's wornen, but also of all women.
He suggests that Shakespeare must have put to use his experience brotight so

sorr,owfully 'from the `dark lady' sung in the Sonnets to write C!eopatra who

is synonymous with all the subtlety of feminine beauty. Ue aqalyzes her
character. If I describe only the peculiar points of his criticism on it, they

are as follows:-CIeopatra loves not alone her conquest of Antony by her
spells, but him reaHy; her iove is a real passion of a woman with her Greek

blood heated by the suns of Egypt who knows how much greater is 'the intox-
ication of loving than of being loved; her passion is an intense, exacting,
oppressive, and overwhelming passion, wholly of the senses and selfish, and

the love requires possession to absorb the loved one--hence come$ her infinite

variety. It is true that she is a woman who must have a lover, but she is satisfied

with one-with one at a time, and she finds her ideal lover in Antony. In
this respect she is very differeut from such women as Manon Lescaut who is
an exquisite but faithless creature and changes a lover for a calculated advan-

tage. It wrongs her to suspect that she really betrayed Antony to Caesar.
Her love of Antony is the one thing that had ever been real and steadfast in

the deadly quicksand of her mind, In her last days Cleopatra touches a
certain elevation: the thought of death intoxicates her reason; it gives her a
triumphant sense of her mastery over Caesar and over Destiny, and the

reunion with her lovel. She is fire and air, and so she dies, undisfigured in

death, and the signs of death are barely perceptible.CS3) Arthur Symons gives

many important suggestions in hiscriticisin for us'to understand rightly the

character Qf Cleopatra in the tragedy.

    J.Dover Wilson is'not merely a critic who criticizes the characters of thi$

tragedy, but he has a wider view and uses also a historical method of ap-
proach to the study of the work, though he attaches much importance to the
characters of the play. He presumes that Shakespeare now freed himself from

the emotion caused by the `dark lady' in the Sonnets somewhere about 1594
and could tranquilly delineate Cleopatra objectively; clearly he went to work

upon her characterization with keen zest quite uninfiuenced by any but aes-
thetic feeling, and the result was a portrait whch seems nearer to the historical

truth as revealed by recent historians than Plutarch. He insist$ that, where

Plutarch could see a bad woman in Cleopatra, Shakespeare cliscovered and
brought to life-the eternal life of art-one of the geniuses of all time, at

time$ hitting upon a particular attribute or quality of the real woman by some

happy stroke. This tragecty has the double catastrophes at the end, which
shape makes a tragedy of a uniqtte quality, and Wilson maintains that this
quality has puzzled all the critics to define, though they agree in pronouncing

the effect tranScendent. Wilson refutes Bradley who regards the play rather

as tragic history and has moral considerations in mind when criticizing this

tragedy. Wil$on suggests that nothing is more remarkable about this p!ay,
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 in which an imperial courtesan is the central figure, than the sobriety and

 coolness of its atmosphere; indeed there is plenty of frank spealdng, some
 ribaldry, and a little sexual imagery, but of sensuality there is not a note,

 and moreover it has no strain of sex-nausea which seems to run through
 the four famous tragedies; and so in this tragedy sensuality is not the

 main theme at all, but merely the medium through which Shal〈espeare
 conveys the obvious source of that sense of `triumph which is more than

 reconciliation' vvhich Bradley speal{s o£ Wilson explains that Antony's
 infatuation for Cleopatra is cpndemned by other characters as `clotage',
 a grave error of judgment, extreme folly, or even dishonour and abomination
in a general or ruler, but never as `sin' in the man; and the self-slaughter,

though the Everlasting had fixed his canon against it, is glorified as the noblest

act of both hero and heroine, and death translates the lovers to the tiineless

Elysian fields; in these respects the religious and ethical tone of the tragecly

is in fact pagan; and there is contempt for this `little O, the earth' which is

a kind of stoicism and constitutes one of the leitmotifs of the play, Wilson

also refutes Lord David Cecil who tries to fit the play into the traditional
catggory o'f historical drama with the interest `largely political' as a sequel to

.lalzus Caesar. Wilson analyses Antony's character: Antony possesses qualities

finer than any of the military ones which brought him victory in the days of
his greatest glory; magnanimity, the loftiness of his world station, the splen-

dour and graciousness of his persQn, his voice like the music of the sphere for

beauty and range, his divine amiability, and, when neecls be, no less divine

wr.ath, his untiring and inexhaustible liberality, his imrnense capacity for
enjoyment .and for rising at any moment superior to it, finally his ascendancy

over mankind, together with his contempt for the fruits o'f power all these
comb.ined do not make up the sum of his virtues; he has, moreover, majesty,
affabiiity, benevolence, placability, amity, justice, fortitude, patience in sus-

taining wrong all these and more are Antony's virtues; but he lacks such
virtues as.continence, sobriety, and political sapience; in short Antony is

the portrait of true greatness of a man able to conquer the world with his
sword but winning all hearts at the same time by geniality and self-oblivious

magnanimity, who is conceived on colossal scale in everything-in stature,
force of character, generosity, affections, passions; and who perishes because,

being after all human, he suffers frorn the overgrowth of passions; in his last

hours after receiving Cieopatra's death Antony is at his greatest; the death
gf Cleopatra calls forth his highest qualities together with other traits exhibiting

in extreme form the weakness tliat brings the catastrophe upon him. Wilson
explains that this tragedy is a!so Cleopatra's tragedy in which she must also

find her true greatness and must be touched to the finest issues: this is the

theme of Shakespeare's fifth Act. In Wilson's opinion, Shakespeare was t!ius

driven to compose a coda to the tragedy of Antony which many consider the

most wonderfu! movement in any o'f his great symphonies; the last act is not
merely a second catastrophe with Cleopatra as protagonist; her death fi11s us

with exultation and delight, so far from arousing pity; her words of farewell

means, not death, but an undying triumph in the eternal city of irnagination
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of mankind, and a triumph over Caesar and every other political `ass unpoli-

cied' who finds in life no purpose but an extension of his own tethered range

upon this `dungy earth'. Wilson omits his explanation of the character of
Cleopatra as he thinks that it has been too of,ten and too well discussed, He

says only two things about her: first, Cleopatra is in the Seleucus scene only

pretending to desire to live lest Caesar should thwart her resolution for death,

which she is only forced to postpone by her unexpected capture and the inter-

view with Caesar; next, if Antony's supreme virtue is magnanimity, hers is

vitality, and because she, `all fire and air', is also the genius of the play,

vitality is its true therne; vitality a$ glorified in them both, and in the form

which Shakespeare most admired: `the nobleness of life', the strength and
majesty of human nature, its instincts o'E generosity, graciousness and large-
heartedness; its gaiety of spirit, warrnth of biood, `infinite variety' of mood.

Wilson concludes that this play is, in short, Shakespeare's Hymn to Man; a
symphony in five acts, elaborating Hamlet's canticle:
   What a piece of work is u man! how noble in reason; how infinith in faculties, in

form, and movlng; how express and admirable in action; how like an angel in apprehen-

sion; how like a god!･--the beauty of the world, the paragon of animals,(34)

   II.B.Charlton says that Antony and CleoPatra is a great achieverhent in

drama .and poetry, but though Shakespeare has lost none of hi$ artistry, his

inward eye is dimming in this play; his imagination ranges widely over space

and time but it dwells more on the surface$ and no longer thrusts to the utter

depths, that is to say, the genius of the dramatist is disp]ayed not so remark-

ably by a profound upheaval in his imaginative experience,, but its ultra-
romantic structure suggests his exuberant revelry in his theatrical skill. Char!-

ton insists that, though the play is a form of Shakespearian tragedy as only
Shakespeare could write it, it is a tragedy fallen aviay from the peak of

Shakesparian tragedy and fits better into the theme of his Roman po}itical
P!ays. (35)

    Charlton's criticism of this tragedy shows that his critical eye is dimming,

and his imagination dwells on the surfaces and cannot thrust to the utter
depths.

   T. M, Parrott considers the main theme of Antony and CleoPatm as the clash of

apposing forces for the domination of the world, resulting in the overthrow of the

sensuous East (incarnate in Cleopatra) by the hard efficiency of Rome (incarnate

in Octavius). But he says that Antony and Cleopatra stand out in this conflict

as two of the most famous lovers in history; Antony falls a victim to seductive

Cleopatra and loses the world for her, but there is little or nothing of the
inner struggle, the combat in the hero's soul with the power of evil, which

marks the earlier and greater tragedies. Parrott, therefore, regards the play

as the least tragic of Shakespeare's tragedies, though he acknowledges it to
be one of the most magnificent of his plays. Parrott explains Shakespeare's

characterization of the hero and heroine and others ef the play as follows.
Antony is no poetizing sentimentalist: he is a tried soldier, a leacler of men,

and the triple pillar of the worldas well as a rnan who abandons ali his
better self to passion; Shakespeare's Antony is brave, generous and self-forgetful,
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independent of Plutarch's Antony who was coarse, cruel, and base; hence
with all his faults and follies there is something magnificent about this Antony,

As for Cleopatra she is Shal〈espeare's supreme portrayal of the eternal 'femi-
nine; no other woman in all his female portraits is so fully realized or ap-
proaches her infinite variety. To Plutarch she was simply the evil genius of An-

tony,but to Shakespeare she is that and more; she is the courtesan o'f genius and

the Queen of Egypt. She is herself, throughout, complete and consistent from
beginning to end; the strain that gives unity and consistency to her character

is her passion for Antony, who is her man, being so strong, so male, and so

pleasure-ioving like herself. She had lovers before, but she has never had

such a splendid Roman as Antony and she ･will have none after him, But she
has been the mistress and the ruin of Antony. Resoived on death in the high
Roman fashion, she yet hesitates and falters; she even tries in vain to win
also Octavius as she had won before, It is only when she learns her failure

that she rises to the height of resolution. 〈In this repect Parrot differs from
Wilson.) Now she claims Antony as her husband by the title of her courage.
Her desire for reunion with him exalts and glorifies her last moments, with

the result that, despite of Roman triumph in the Quter world, the victory of
the great lover$ over external circumstances is perfectly accomplished. As for

the other characters in the play, the majority of them are mere names with
no substance behind them, though Shakespeare now and then puts life into
them withadash of his pen. Ainong them Scarus, Lepidus, Pornpey, and 'i
Cleopatra's maids are alive, and especially one figure stands out. It is Enobar-

bus whose character Shake$peare created out of a name and an incident in
Plutarch. He is a plain, blunt soldier, a Tnocker, a cynical realist, and a vary

human figure. He plays at times the part of the chorus in commenting on the

action. Shakespeare uses his desertion and his remorseful death to portray

at once the hopeless ruin of Antony's cause, his noble generosity, and the

devotion he inspired even in such a cynical realist as Enobarbus, Parrot
concludes that the art with which Shakespeare reveals the characters is
the art of fully accomp!ished master and the peculiar glory of this play is
its poetry in which each speaker preserves his own identity of utterance.C36)

  (2) Historical Criticism

   Psychological critics treat characters of a play as if they were real persons

in the actual world, but they are created persons by its writer in the fictional

world of drama. The characterization and plot are influenced not only by the
real persons with whom the writer contacts in his life, but also by the literary

tradition and convention in which he lives. Therefore, such a supremely gifted

genius as･ Shakespeare is also a master of his medium and an immediate heir

to the artistic tradition; and even though ignorant or regardless of aesthetic
rules or psychological principles, he throws himself into his work prodigally

and exuberantly, guided and guarded only by the healthy instincts and customs

of his race, his temperament, and his day. It goes without saying that the
characters, their aetions, and plots of his plays often have the factors which

cannot be understood only by literalism or a psychological method of approach.

Shakespeare has many such factors; he i$ a great arti$t who makes up un-
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reasonable characterization and plots into verisimilitudes of fiction in his

plays. To understand and criticize his dramas rightly it is necessary to study

them also from historical directions.

   E. E. Stoll approaches Shakespeare by the historical and comparative meth"

od. He says that Shakespeare's passion for Mary Fitton may have found its
extreme expression in Antony and CleoPatra. He remarks the neglect of analysis

and motivation in it and explains them historically ancl comparatively. Cleo-

patra's character has apparentlY contradicting elements-of a heartless coquet-

tish courtesan and of a devoted lover and noble queen, but he regards as the
essential unifying element in the character the speech, the identity of tone,

rather than the deeper psychological attitude. The psychology or logic may be

faulty, the motivation may be summary or inadequate, and character and
concluct may often be diMcult to reconciie; but Shakespeare lends the persons

on the stage each a particular and individual voice at hi$ best, Stoll insi$ts

that CIeopatra speal〈s her own words which are the true accent$ o'f her human
voice, a quick and passionate speech for all the conventions involved in it,

and the `real things'; and she does not speak the words of a type or a species

of woman, or the rhetoric or eloquence of passion; her unique speeches express

her vivacious manner when excited, while from beginning to end she keeps
her languorous, voluptuous manner through all her fits and starts, In spite

of her decision to die, as Stoll says, she does not forget her cunning but
endeavours to cheat Octavius out of her jewels and treasures, and in the midst

of, her $ufferings she gives her wit and irony while the clown intrudes into

the,presence of her sufferings and impart$ to her repeated counsels as he
hands over the basket. Stoll appraise$ the scene as the most pregnant inspired

stage device thatproducesthe effect to bring the tragic eniotioii from the
highest pitch down to this earthly level and shows the c!own speaking rnore
wisely than he knows. Stoll says that even on her deathbed she is still the

amorous, intriquing, wrangling queen, jealous of Iras who may meet Antony
first and receive his kisses which are her Heaven, but is tickled at the thought

of outwitting by her death great Caesar, "ass unpolicied", Stoll also says
that her playful fancies with the clown and the baby (an asp) at the breast

bring tears to our eyes and smiles to Qur lips at once and together; it is
because she has lived and loved so, and her romantic passion finds play in

wit and humour. According to Stoll, ,Antony lives and dies, like finer charac-

ters of the ancients, mindful of fame and glory, and at his end is disengaged

from himself and is noble like the ancient poets. The Supernatural melody
in the tragedy is very fine and heightens the unsubstantial effect. Shakespeare,

in Stoll's opinion, made few discoveries or disclosures in this tragedy; there

is little in his characters that is surprising and at the same time indisputably

true; what is suprising is generally not truei or else like Cleopatra's cheating

(taken from the source) Ieft unexplained.(37)･

    Walter Raleigh appreciates Shakespeare's plays in their trtte merits and
says that Antony and CleoPatra approaches, in sorne of its scenes, to the
earlier chronicle manner, and also that some places of it are inferior to their

original places of Plutarch's Lives for instance, the scene of the $upernatural
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melody in the Fourth Act falls short of its source of Plutarch's passage which

is tremulous with suspen$e and dim foreboding$, and the last scene of Cleo-
         ath has not that combination of the intensity and minuteness of
Peaatfias';li $eith the dignity and reserve of the best classic art which Plutarch's

description of C!eopatra's death has. But Raleigh continues to say that Sh4ke-

speare reveals some astonishing piece of insight which defeats all expectation,
IS,,i･".r,P:･ISt'ggE,,al'l[d,,g,e;,h,afS,il,iC.O,n,V,i'i2i",g.2:",'i`.Y6,dgSbi'g,gS.,Wei:e,.i?,Obl'g.fiR:

characters come to life a$ in real life, ceasing to be the characters of fiction

controlled by the p!ot, as seen in such scenes as that immediately after

Cleopatra's meeting with Octavius in the monument and tPat of Clegp.atra's

deliberate frowardness of mood which Shakespeare, in direct opposition to
Piutarch's account, invent$ for her, to gain and keep Antony's love. Raleigh

also remarks the independent characters introduced in this play to play the

                                                               Td?s,rlts,f,a,c.hog,"gt,2.Egrerpliflitg.o,f,}･z,ald,g"&e.$3,m,e.a2ecl･g.o:,lr¥hgts.is,,got,nF,

tragedy Shakespeare comes face to face with the mystery and cruelty of
human life, and translates a gentle undertone of melancholy, thg insecurlty

of mortal things, into the story, in which the hero is presented wiSh a choic.e

which is impossible and he $tands poised between love and empire---that is

the essence of this tragedy. (38)
    E. K, Chambers $tudied solidly and eiaborately the Elizabethan theatres,

Shakespeare's life and works, and their various historical backgrounds, Ue
 infers that Antony and CleoPatra was written after Macbeth or Lear frora i.ts

 metrical characteristics and says that it may have been produced early in
 1607 on the evidences of Barne's Devil's Charter (1607) and Samuel Daniel's

 revised edition of CleoPatra. He says that Shakespeare tends to gnd verM often

 a speech and begin a new one in the middle of p ling, which ig.a noticeaPle

 characteristic of his later poetry, and he rose to his height of poetic expression

 in this tragedy.(S9) .    G, B. Harrison explains Antony and CleoPatra mainiy from the point of
 view of presentation. He considers the play as the most magnificient of aU

 Shakespeare's plays, but he does not regard it as a deep tragedy grom the
 standpoint got from his historical study of tragedy. He appraises highly the

 verse, the characterization, and the construction of the play. According to
 his opinion, Shakespeare is at his freest, writing with delightT understa.nding,

 and gusto, and with anew commandof words, rhythms, and imagery, in the
 play; the verse is gorgeous with loveliest word-music and with an elaborate

 and pregnant kind of imagery used instinctively. Al! the characte.rs of tl}e

 play, in spite of frailty and errors they commit, are shown at their best in

 failure. The charaeterization is subtle and the play is genial. It has rapid

 alternations, containing no less than forty-two episodes which are, in the usua!

 text, marked as spearate scenes. In it they are not `scenes' in the sense of

                                                    It can be adequately         but rather glimpses of persons in rapid action.IlclCgeg,Snt.o.nt,h,e,E..ig`3.aR,e:.hg,".2t.ag?,gr,z.Ige,d.eg,?,:tl.ge,?2,ge,2/g,?edrf,hS,l,gh,ai,'gg
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that the play never reaches down to the depths of emotion clearly because its
story, telling a man who throws his wealth into the lap of a harlot ancl kills

himself, is not tragic; though Shakespeare reveals his powei's at their best in

this play which is not failure, but a triumph, a thing of beauty incomparable, (40)

   Harrison seerns to have rnistaken the entity of Cleopatra and the Roman
fashion of suicide of Antony by a Christian prejudice, and so he evaluates

this tragedy a little wrongly.

   H. Granville-Barker studies Antony and CleoPatra chiefly from the his-
torical viewpoints o'f production, acting, and stagecraft. Hesays that it is the

most spacious of Shakespeare's plays and his eyes swept no wider horizon; it
has a magnificence and a magic all its own, and it is a large fielct of action

though nQt of spiritual insight; the hero is not the self-torturing soul concerned

with world within himself, but is concerned with the world of great affairs.

Indeed his passion for Cleopatra ruins him, but the wider issue dictates the

form, method, and the bulk of its content, It is not merely a love-tragedy

〈which is not made the main question till no other question is left; till the
ruin wreaked by the Triumvir and Queen is accomplished), but a tragedy of
the hero's downfall and ruin as general and stateman, and the final ascension

of Octavius in the struggle for the world's rulership; and the action of play

is schemed throughout for the picturing of this wider ruin. So Granville-

Barker says that we might call it a tragedy of disillusion, He explain$ in
detail the characteristics of the verse of this play and says that the verse is

malleable to every diversity of character and mood and is at its supplest, so

that we are hardly conscious of the convention and the shifting of verse to
prose and back again, He also explains the characters in detail and says that

they never fail to come to life. He remarks that the action move$ forthright

and unchecked, and yet little or nothing in it shows superfluous. He makes
clear the construction of the play. In this play the main lives of the story are

laid so firmly and simply that we may see where we are going from the start,

and the complexities from borrowed plots and the side-issues promising dis-

traction are cut short and reduced to simplicity. The Rornan and Egyptian
are set against each other and this opposition braces the whole body of the

play, even when conflict between character and character will sustain each
scene, in a broard picturisque contrast. The pattern of the play Shakespeare
weaves, setting colour against colour, coarse thread by fine, with such seeming

ease and natural subtlety that we hard!y note the artistry involved. Granville-

Barker says that in this play Shakespeare has told his story, woven his
pattern, kept conflict alive and balance true, character prompting action, and

action elucidating character, neither made to halt for the other-this really is

the be-all and end-all of his stagecraft. He insists that the play has a larger

theme, to the catastrophe of which Shakespeare gives ha!f his p!ay's length,

than the love story; thi$ respect has been ignored by editors, critics and
producers. The First Folio gives none of act and scene divisions to this

drama. They were given by Rowe afterwards. To the Elizabethans, the
visual law of drama was very different from the visual side of the modern
`realistic' drama and was a very arbitrary and inconstant thing. By the visual
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subject demanded by a fresh use of the three inter-related hierarchies of Nature,

the world, and the state. The love of Antony and Cleopatra has a dimension
as large as any political world, and the size of their world of love is deliber-

ately set against the size of the political world which their love may reject.

Antony himself is a figure of more than human proportions. Cleopatra, in
speaking of Antony, uses most majestically the concept of the microcosm and

the macrocosm; to her he is not merely the `Lord of lords', not merely the

crown of the earth and the garland of the war, but he is the macrocosm
itself; she thinks of Antony, the individual rnan, in taking in the whole
.Ptolemic universe, the world of Nature, and the worlcl of the state, Thus
Shakespeare's magnificent poetry is developed from the images which the
optimistic theory o'f his own age gave him, The familiar concepts of this
theory occur in his work in three ways; each is characteristie of a different
stage in his development as a poet and piaywright. First the traditional beliefs

appear as part oE the background (in the play$ of the `nineties), secondly
'they are part of the consciousness of the protagonists, and the splitting o'fi a

soul is the splitting of a world (in the four great trageclies and 1hoilus aMd

Cressida), and thirdly they are used not merely as background, not merely as

elements in a psychological chaos, butt as part of the texture of the poetry as

a way of enlarging the magical aura that surrouncls the characters, In Antonpt
and CleoPatra they are used in the third way. They do not intensify situation,

but they expand it and make themselves a part of the picture itself; they are

･expanded to give a picture of glory though it may be defeated glory. The
situation, therefore, is notunnatural or rnonstrous and the play has no terror

rnixed with its grandeur, In this respect Shakespeare's portrayal of human
nature of this play is very different from those of his four great tragedie$.

This play shows `a world-catastrophe'. Frorn the beginning of the play to the

iend Antony and Caesar are described in the terrns of the macrQcosm they

rule. The impression of largeness by the imagery of macrQcosm (the world〉
is reinforced by the way the action shifts from Egypt to Rome and back
again and by the place-names. This wor!d is indeed immensely imposing,

rich, spacious, and magnificent, but it is a world of sense$; it is physical
･and not metaPhysical as in Lear's world, and it is smaller for all･ its grandeur

･and, when Antony loses it, there is no reason why he should go mad like
Lear, though he may be passionately moved. What. happens to him is, after
･all, in the nature of things and is to be expected, Therefore, there i$ not

any awareness of unnatural happenings on the part of characters and nothing

is hideous or monstrous in the tragedy, Though the vast world of the Roman
Empire falls into the dry manipulating hands of Caesar, the passion of Antony

and Cleopatra destroys them; that, we feel, is how things $hould happen, and

it is not unjust but how things are. In this point, Shakespeare's final vision

of man, though still under a tragic guise, is already in sight. Though the
stretch of empire is both the background and an essential part of the action

,and conditions the expansiVe form of the dramatic structure of this p!ay, it

is obviously only half the picture. Shakespeare devotes as much care to the

description of the characters and passion of Antony and Cleopatra themselves
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as to the description of the huge environrnent in which their passion flame$.

In describing this wor!d of passion he also uses the familiar language of his

time; Antony loses everything because he loses his reason and fails to be a

rational being. As Antony gives up everything for Cleopatra, we see him
gradually being stripped of the huge and glamorous world which surrounds
him. The process is a long one described with admirable skill. Until the
middle of the third Act Antony has the best of both the world of passion and

the world of empire. From then on he Ioses one thing after another-the
stars, his own judgment, his soldiers, Enobarbus, the god from wliom his
family are descended, and even Cleopatra herself-until there is nothing left

but Antony himself and the private world of passion for which he had thrown

the public worlcl away. But the tragedy does not end here, and Antony's
death is not a defeat but a kind of triumph. Antony imagines that he and
Cleopatra will meet and live together in the next world; in a sense the new

heaven and earth have been found at the end as he said at the beginning of
the play. They are never disillusioned, for they have had no illusion to start

with Their deaths are part of the order of things. Yet in his presentation
of Cleopatra at the end, Shakespeare gives a further range to her action by

referring to the fact that under all the trappings of royalty there are only

human beings. After Antony's death Cleepatra is `a lass unparallel'd'. She

is on a level with the clown who brings the basket of figs with the asps. He //
is at the bottom of the human scale. But the moment he leaves, she is at '
the top of the human scale and a royal queen; she leaps suddenly from the
humblest peasant's scale to the highest grandeur. The paradoxical reversal is

the essence of her charm. When she applies the asp to her breast, with that

reversal, she both spurns and spans the same range-from the heavens to the
most simple human act-that has been spanned by the whole play; from an
eastern /star'  which reminds us of the wide skies that have echoed the rich
Egyptian glory to the nurse who holds her baby at her breast. (42)

   The above is the summary of Spencer's interpretation and criticism of
this tragedy, which makes exceedingly clear the meaning of this play.

   G. I. Duthie says that indeed we have a contrast between Egypt and Rome
in Antony and CleoPatra, but we must be cautious in the use of the rnethods
of critics of lmaginative interpretation or multi-consiousness. They comment

that Egypt and Rome are opposed throughout the play; this opposition is the

`atmosphere' of the play, and the atmospher is of vital importance and gives

the play its most fundamenta! significance. They object to the character-
criticism, reject also as invalid the study of sources, the author's intentions,

and plot, as aids to interpretation, and in$ist the `inner meaings' of the play.

But Duthie says that their views are apt to be artificial abstraction, while
the character-criticism is not sufficient in itself. In his view we have the

scene shifting over a very wide area and also have warlike action in this play,

but Shakespeare's primar)" interest is in the conflicting impulses and emotion$

in the hearts of the principal characters; this is highly dramatic material and

external action has no vital importance in itself, He comments that Shake-
speare is dealing 'primarily with the dramatic material and not narrative-
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descriptive poetry that is non--dramatic; for instance, the spectacle of Cleopatra

in her barge cannot be successfully presented on the stage and such a piece
of pure description is put in Enobarbus's mouth within the stage-dialogue, (43)

    According to M. C. Bradbrook the Elizabethan$ regarded magnanimity as
a courtly virtue, the first and greatest virtue of a gentlenian; the magnani-

mous man respected honour, ignorecl wrongs clone to him, and sought always

to confer benefits rather than receive them, Whenever he received any
benefit, it must be at once repaid with interest. Such free spirit as this, as

she explains, impelled Antony to forgive Cleopatra's treachery with a l〈iss
and to send treasure after the renegade, Enobarbus, and did not di$tinguish
between liberality and prodigality. In her view Cleopatra shares mysterious-

ness with Hamlet and Falstaff, and the core ef her being is a mystery, The
magnificence of the picture of Cleopatra's barge upon the river Cydnus is
considered by Bradbrook to depend partly at least upQn the symbolic costume

of her attendants, the mermaids and cupid$ who repre$ent all the power of
witchery and desire that royal Egypt commands. Bradbrook says that Cleopa-
tra adorns herself again with her robe and crown at the end, as Mary, Queen
of Scots, in real life adorned herself to die in a manner fitting for a Princess;

no scene in the theatre of the time approaches the latter, for Mary put off
her mourning gown of black velvet and, clad all in scarlet, faced the head-

man on the scaffold at Fotheringay to meet what she held to be a martyr's
death. There is no doubt a moral configuyation, Bradbrook presumes, at the
basis of the play, and it is Shakespeare's most human and universal vision. (44)

    John F. Danby sees atlntony and CleoPatra as an abrupt transition from
the Christian world of the plays of Shakespeare's `great period' to the world

of North's Plutarch and thinks that it indicates his new period. Theplay
i$ the deliberate construction of a world without his symbol for a reality
(such a character as Cordelia) that is the third term and transcencls the political

and the personal. Antony is a heathen man who lacks patience of Christian

moral. The absence of `Nature' of the Chri$tian world-view in Shakespeare's
time from the tragedy suggests Shakespeare's satisfaction that the theme is

exhau$ted for him. Freedom from the compulsive theme of the Nature enabled
him to handle something new and intrinsically simpler. Part of the energy
absorbed in grappling with the theme now bestows itselt on technique,and

the play give$ the impression of being a technical tour de force which he
enjoyed for it$ own sake. The technique is always under deliberate, almost
cool control and inwardly related to the meaning which he has to express. In
the play are the swiftness and the variety, the interpenetration of the parts

of time and space, and the added burden which his `giant power' of compel-
ling presentation imposes. The effeet$ are at once those of rapid impres$ionism

ancl a careful lapidary enrichment, The play has ambiguity which invests
everything in Egypt equally with all things in Rome. It is central to his

experience in the play, Another feature of his technique which makes for the

impression of uniqueness of the play is in the methods of character-portrayal

which he seems to be innovating. Throughout the play we are forced by
Shakespeare himself not to take comment at the face value of character.
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Character issues from mutable and ambiguous fiux of things. There is some-
thing deliquescent in the reality behind the play. To the full display of the

deliquescence, not only each judgment and each aspect pointed to but each
character is necessary, always on the condition that no single one of these

is taken as final. Antony and Cleopatra are presented in three ways; the
reported speech about them, their own speech about themselves, and their
action. Each of these i$ in tension against the others, and makes its contin-

uous and insistent claim on the spectator, but they oppose to each other, so

that they have to mix in the spectator's' eye. But under the bewildering
oscillations of scene, the interpenetration of different times and places, the

co-presence of opposed judgments, and the innumerable opportunities for
radical choice to intervene, there is a deliberate logic which gives the play .
it$ compact unity of effect and makes its movement a sign of angelic strength,

It is the logic of a peculiarly Shakespearean `dialectic', The meaning of
`dialectic', of course, is not post-Hegelian. Opposites are juxtaposed, mingled,

and married; then from the very union which seems to pomise $trength,
dissolution fiows, To approach to Shakespeare's meaning of the play, the
process of this dialectic, that is to say, the central process of the play, must

be traced. Ambivalence run$ through everything in the play, and at its heart

is･the deliquescent reality. This incarnates itself most completely in the
persons of the hero and heroine. The first scene･suthciently illustrates all the

main･ features of the play-swinging ambivalence, the alternatives aiid ambi-
g'uities proposed to choice, the speed and oscillation, the interpenetration of

Rome and Egypt,.and present and past, and above all the dialectic marriage
bt contraries and their dissolution through union. ･To have any judgment at
all, therefore, is to choose apparently one of the contraries, for instance,

either the judgment of the soldiers at the beginning of the scene or the lover's

ewn self-assessment that immediately follows. Either judgment is not right;'

and the deliquescent truth is neither in them nor between them, but contains

both. This play can be regarded as Shakespeare's critique of judgment. Antony

is throughout the most･ complex meeting-ground for the opposites; he cari

understand and respond to the appeal of Rome as mush as that of Egypt.
Rome is the world and Egypt is the Flesh, Rome is the world of politics and

policy. Shakespeare uses contraries to give some･sort of rational account of

the irrationals involved in this world. Though the commons are always in
motion, do irrationals, and are despised by the･great men, the great men
themselves behave exactly as the commons do, That is the general law: judg-

ment is a kind of accommodation to the irrational. The selSdestruction of

thing$ that rot with'motion which their own nature and situation dictate is

pervasive throughout the play. Octavia is one of Shakespeare's rninor triumphs

in the play, but not as a `character-study'. She is the opposite of Cleopatra,

The effect o'E her presence is that she' gives a symmetrical for.m to the rnain

relation of the play. She is a focal point of the contraries and transparent

to the reality behind the play. Octavius Caesar is the supreme term of the
world of Rome, and, seeh only as a `character', half his significance is lost.

In him we have aids exteynal to the play which help towards a clear feeus
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on what Shakespeare intends by him. He falls recognizably into Shakespeare's

studies of the `politician'. He is a notably developed figure of a pure and
simple Machiavellian, part of the structure of things, and `Rome' itself, He

is a kind of tmpersonal embodiment and more like a cold and universal force

than warm-blooded man. In the last act Rome and Egypt confront each other
singly. The tension is rnaintained throughout the last act by the doubt a$ to

whether Cleopatra will accept submission or take her own life. The point of

the play, however, is not the decision tal〈en but the dubieties and arnbival-
ences from which choice springs-the barren choice that only hastens its own

negation. Rome, from nature of things, can never admit a compromise,
and Egypt, equally, can never submit to its contrary; so Cleopatra kill$ herself.

As Caesar impersonates the world, so she incarnates the Flesh. Shakespeare
dexterously constructs an account o'f the human universe consi$ting of only

these two terms. The dichotomy is not resolvable unless we are willing to take

the delusions of either party as a re$o!ution the `universal peace' of Caesar

or the Egypt-beyond-the-grave of Antony and Cleopatra. The Flesh is aiso

the female, and Cleopatra i$ Eve and Woman, and also Cir¢e. Though Shake-
speare gives her everything of which he is capable, he does not give hi$
final and absolute approval to her, The tragedy of Antony and CleoPatra is,
above all, the tragedy of Antony. Hi$ human stature is too great to express

himself both in Rome and Egypt, and it is imposible for him to bestride

both the worlds like a Colossus and keep his balance. The opposites piay
through and with him, and finally destroy him. His tragedy is neither the
downfall of the soldier in the middle--aged infatuate as stressed by 'the earlier

criticism nor the epiphany of the seldier in the lover and reassurance that

the death is not the end as asserted in the recent criticism. The meaning of the

tragedy is 'Shakespearean `dialectic'-in the deliquescent reality that express-

es itself through contraries, Once we lose sight of the controlling structure

of the opposites which hold the play, we are at the mercy of any random
selection of its abundant occasions, Both the Roman condemnation of the

lovers and the sentimental reactions in their favour are equally mistaken. To

c!aim a `redemptiOn' motif in theif love is an even violent error. There is no

so-called `love-romanticism' in the play, and Antony and Cleopatra's love is not

asserted as a `final value'. The whole tenor of the play, in fact, moves in an

opposite direction. The fourth and fifth Acts of the play are not epiphanies;

they are ends moved to that process whereby things rot themselves with
motion-unhappy and bedizened and sordid, streaked with the mean, the
ignoble, the contemptible. The tone of the play has the sense of ripe-rottenness,

and' hopelessness, the vision of self-destruction, the feeling of $trenuous

frustration and fevered futility. This owes to the excision of the theme of

Nature from the tragedy. Also on this account the real scope of the play is

felt small in spite of its outward vastness. The theme of Rome and Egypt is

also simpler than the theme of Nature, and the trick of using the contraries
is relatively an ea$y way of organizing the universe. This play is apparently

iselated from Shakespeare's plays that have gone before. He shows his sur-
prising capacity for self-renewal in the play. There is something in it that is
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new and exciting and profound, In it he i$ making his own adjustments to
the new Jacobean tastes. The play is his study of Mars and Venus--the
presiding deities of Baroque society, painted for us again and again on the

canvasses of his time. It shows us Virtue, the 'root of the herbic in man,
turned merely into virtza. It is the tragedy of the clestruction of man, the

creative spirit, in perverse war and insensate love･-the two complementary
and opposed halves of a discreating society. This discreating society Ieads to

the society which Beaumont depicted. (45)

   The above is the epitome of Danby's criticism of Af¢tony and CleoPatra,
His criticism is excelient but it seems to be a little too severe on Cleopatra

and treats the love-theme too lightly.

   Willard Farnham has a profound knowledge of medieval and Elizabethan
literature and uses a historical method of approach to Shakespeare, He calss-

ifies Shal〈espeare's tragedies into three tragic worlds･--the early, the middie,
and the Iast. Of course, Antonpt and CleoPatra is placed in the last tragic
world. The characteristics of that world explained by him are that the heroes

and herQines are self-centred and much bent upon involving themselves in
tragedy through the flaws in their characters, but they have nobility so insep-

arable from their flaws that an admirer of that nobility may wonder whether

he is not adrniring the flaws themselves even while he sees that they are
fiaws in short the heroes and heroines of Shakespeare's last tragic world
show paradoxical nobility. In Farnharn's opinion Antony, therefore, shows the

paradoxical nobility and by his side stands Cleopatra as a companion study
in deeply flawed yet somehow admirable humanity, and their taints and
honours `wage equal' $o that they may be counted rare spirits de$pite of their

faults and folly. Both Antony and Cleopatra are evaluated by Farnham as
finished studies in paradoxical nobility. He induces thi$ view of paradoxical

nobility also from the background of Elizabethan literature and the sources of

Antony and CleoPatra. He quotes as its illustrations Chapman's works, Plu-
tarch's Lives, the Countess of Pembroke's Antonius, and Samuel Daniel's Tle-agedie

of CleoPatra, and compares Shakespeare's Antony and CleoPatra with them
and makes clear the paradoxical nobility of the hero and heroine of the

tragedy, According to his explanation Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra
have regal greatness of spirit-Antony is born to lead men and to make crown

and crownets wear his livery; while Cleopatra is born to assume queenly
position and to make the world accept her as royally magnificient-and mainly

on this account of their regal nature, which Shakespeare takes care to ex-

press, this play is not a drama in which the world is well lost for love'(the

world is as nothing to the Iosers when compared to their love), but a drama

in which the world finally lost to Octavius is implied by Shakespeare to weigh

very much in the balance against their love. In other words this tragedy is
organized by Shakespeare not asa drama of the love of Antony and Cleopatra,

but as a drama of the ri$e and fall of Antony in the struggle for world
rulership after his meeting Cleopatra, and in the organization of this tragedy

as Antony's struggle for vsTorld rulership(of a pyramidal forrn showing a rise

and fall in his fortunes) a psycho!ogical drama of love (of a ri$ing form to
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the end in action) is developed by Shakespeare. Farnham insists tliat the
drama of iove also shows paradoxical nobility, because their love, like them-

selves, never ceases to be deeply flawed. He s4ys that Antony and Cleopatra

are voluptuaries, which fact is, in iarge part, their paradox, because to
understand 'them thus is to understand much that is admirable in them as
well as much that is not admirable; from beginning to end Cleopatra has the

instincts of a strumpet and Antony is capable of being a fool in her hancls

because of his desire for her; but, as the drama unfolds, it shows them to
be much more than the typical $oldier broken down by debauchery and the
typical wanton in whose arms such men perish, and it al$o shows them as
apparently incapable of being their greater se!ves except through being their

lesser selves, Farnham analyses their characters and illustrates their fauks

as paradoxes. He also makes clear that in closing scenes of this tragedy
Shakespeare pays his compliments with marked even-handness to the two
traditions----the one that Cleopatra was really moved to end her life by concern

for herself and her honour, and the other that she was really moved to suicide

by love for Antony; and by using effectively almost everything to be found
in either tradition Shakespeare seems to have done his poetic best both to
make us feel that, though the full achievement of Cleopatra is a dark matter,

she attains to a noble aspiration in love while she does nQt attain to a noble

constancy in love, and to make us sense in the `immortal longings' of Cleo-

patraa paradox to cap together other paradoxes in her character. Farnham's
inference is that for Cleopatra Elysium is to be an eternity of faithfulness in

love and yet also to be an eternity of delightful competition for kisses. (46)

    A$ mentioned above, Farnham substitutes paradoxical nobility in this
tragedy for evil and villainy by which ruin is brought about to the heroes and

heroines in Shakespeare's early and rniddle tragic worlds and explains the
essential characteristics of the tragedy almost $olely by it, but his interpretation

seems to be a little strained,

    Robert Speaight says that this tragedy has not a very clear line of dramatic

development; the scenes are short, the point of vision is constantly shifting,

and the impression is one of movement round and round, backwards and
forwords, and not of progress ordered to a climax. He insists that the Nerne-
sis of Antony's surrender to lust i$ not the point of the play, for if we think

in terms of Antony's tragedy alone and try to make his tragedy conform to
a classical definition, we find it awkward to face the fifth Act in which only

his heroic and fallen shadow is left to keep Cieopatra company. Speaight
rnakes much of the love theme in the play, He notices that in this play time

and place do not matter and its dimensions are not temporal but eternal,
not local but spatial-on a lower plane we see the confiict of East and West,

and we a're present at the suicide of the human spirit in a Pyrrhic triupmh

of imperialism on a higher plane, to which Shake$peare is leading u$ all the

time with a magnetic imagery of fire and air; and we are lifted to an
empyrean of pure glory, a world beyond good and evil, where souls couch on
fiowers. But Shakespeare does not neglect the realities of human life, which

a sovereign poetry and a paradoxcial purity of motive are eventually to trans-
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form. Speaight says that plane$ are important in the play and not places;
and this is a problem to the modern p!ayhouse, for the play most requires to
recover the freedom of the Elizabethan platform-stage, In Speaight's view,
this play is not only achievement in itself without parallel in the poetry of

the world, but it marks also a capital point of development in Shakespeare's
mind and art. It would be inaccurate to call it a play of transition; ･for it

is not tentative, indecisive, and incomplete, as a play of transition may sug-
gest, but is affirmative as only a supreme masterpiece can be, Of ali $hak,e-

speare's plays it is most incomprehensible apart from an understanding of it$

imagery, the range of which spans heaven and earth, the dimension of infinity.

The drama is inherent in poetry, which is not a decoration of the drama,
The situation of the play is spatial and our imagination is stretched to the

limits o'f classical geography. The technique of Shakespeare's presentation is

clearly seen in the dexterity of showing us the hero and heroine, not only
through their own words and actions, but through the eyes of others; these

viewpoints are so cunningly juxtaposed that they seem to be not successive.bti't

simultaneous, and the final impression, for all its kaleidoscopic contradictions,

is single and not diffused. The hero and heroine become one, $o that in the
end we think Antony and Cleopatra, as we ･think of The Phoenix and The Turtle,

that most mysterious and profound of Shal〈espare's poems, `fled in a nattiral
fiame from hence'. Shakespeare is here concerned with something much deep"

er than character-drawing. His task is to construct a hypostasis which at

one moment shall seem to be compounded of mere dross and at another of
purest gold; a hypostasis where the dross shall be miraculously transformed.

Speaight, moreover, remarks that this tragedy contains comic elements so rnany

that the play is kept suspended somewhere between thetragic and thecomic
muse, for instance, by the contrast between the gipsy and the Egyptian queen

of Cleopatra; that Antony's defeat at Actium is, for him, the death of honour

and the prelude of his entrance into the paradise of Love; and that Enobarbus

represents a type of fidelity as seen in Shakespeare, and the parting of the

ways to foolish allegiance or to wise renegation is perhaps the only pure!y

tragic thing in the play, and his death is Shakespeare's most striking admis-

sion that the noblest part of our inherited nature is fiawed and that reason

is not enough it is a reluctant judgment on the natural man. According
to Speaight, in the final act is made clear the rneaning of the play which

goes far beyond morality. In other plays Shakespeare had taken politics
seriously; he had believed in the sacredness of order, and in the rights and

 duties of royalty. But in this play he believes in Iove; in love beyond good
 and evil; in !ove that purifies its own degradations; in love that is necessarily

 at odds with actuality and can only be perfected in death; jn love that trans-

 forms its object$ by the foree of its own intensity; in love that,･ unlike
 politics and war, is beyond the hostility of fortune. Befoire death all is equal;

 the beggar and Caesar are equal. In the new daylight of thi$ eqtta!ity the

 elaborate constructions of hierarchy, with their attendant polities, will
 quietly dissolve. The contest between Caesar and Cleopatra is the last duel

 between the secular and the transcendental view of life. Speaight notices
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that the poetry of this play takes hold upon the humblest images 〈beggars ot
babes), though it has scaled the splendours of the universe, and even in the
apotheosis of the final scene realism will have its place, It is a poor fellaheen

(at the humblest scale of human being) who brings the in$truments of liberty;

and when all has been royally accomplished, Cleopatra's crown is `awry'.
Speaight also notices that Caesar's intention to lead her in trium,ph through

the Roman streets is the most unchivalrous notion, and imperialism becomes
vulgar; i'n Caesar's world there is no motive beyond avarice and acquisition,

and no triumph without pride. Thi$ forms a striki'ng contrast to Cleopatra's

dream of Antony. According to Speaight's explanation the asp carries more
than its mortal sting; it bears the $alt and savour of all that na'tural life

whose passionate child Cleopatra had been. The asp is very much more than

a theatrical convenience; it is the symbol of nature reclaiming one part o£
its own to the stillness of impulse and the arrest of the menacing years. But

the part that is already' fire and air' is untouchable. In this part, Speaight

says, is the end of contradiction and division; and the crucifying dialectic of

･human nature is r6solved, not in terms of psychology or philosophy, but by'

the sheer, superabundant power of the poetic image; not in terms of religious

dogma, but in the triumph, beyond all reason er ana!ysis, of a transcendent
humanism. It is, Speaight concludes, the most dazziing, evenif it is notthe

･most profound, of Shakespeare's visions, and it would never quite come to
･him again; through it he asserts, without either rnoral censure or romantic

compromise, his be!ief in the resurrection of the flesh.(47)

    Speaight's criticism of this tragedy is not only historical, but also aesthet-

iaal and philosophical. It is excellent and not prejudiced and shows the
merits of this tragedy rightly.

    Brents Stirling vindicated Antony and CleoPatra from G,B. Shaw's charge

that the tragedy must needs be as intolerable to the true Puritan as it i$

vaguely distressing to the ordinary healthy citizen, because Shakespeare
･makes sexual infatuation a tragic theme and strains all his huge command
of rhetoric and stage pathos to give a theatrical sublimity to the wretched

end of the business of the sybarite and the typical wanton and to persuade

foolish spectators that the world was well lost by them. In order to prove
that Shakespeare does not express moral nihilism on a sentimental plane in

the tragedy, Willard Farnham shows historically that the paradox of tragic
greatness and intensified flaw becomes increasingiy prominent in Shakespeare's

last tragedies, and J.F.Danby points to a dialectic within the play in which

no single attitude, such as "autotoxic exaltation", becemes dominant. But in
order to meet the issue which Shaw's critici$m raised, Stirling insists that

the play is a satirical tragedy. He analyzes the basic device of exposition of

the play and shows that Shakespeare did not "see life truly and thinl〈 about
it romantically" ･as Shaw said and that there is no meretricious sublimity cast

･even over the ending of the play: it is engagingly satirical throughout, but

satire is combined effectively with other qualities and it is a great tragedy.

At the beginning of the play Antony claims tragic status for love amidst the
ruins of empire. But the satire is directed at his claim. In the course of the
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play Antony exhibits self-knowledge, but his revelation of it is depicted $o

spuriously, self-consciously, or even comically as to redeem him from solei,n-

nity. He sometime$ shows dignity such as shown at the new$ of his wife's
death, but the reason for this lies not so much in his code of honesty as in

his manner, his style, which governs his really impressive rnoments throughout

the play. His stature does not depend on his triumviral status, his peerless
grand passion, or his repetitive and almost priggish self--examination, but upon

such manners as the above-mentioned which evoke respect for his tact and
worlcliy intelligence and suggest his self-understancling. So the "woe or
wonder" becomes quite subordinate tQ the effects of thi$ kind in evoking
tragic response. Savoir-.faire in the hero functions as a major element of the

tragedy. When it sets him above satire, he gains stature, But after allowing
him his recovery,,Shakespeare quickly revives the satirical tone and considers

the urbane opportunism of Antony or Enobarbtt･s to lack ultimate wisdom.
Antony gains his stature through contrast with Octavius in the session and

can quietly rise both to the oe¢asion and to a plane of dignity, but quickly
the other Antony offsets him, Both the admirers and the detracters of the
celebrated lines on Cleopatra's barge seems to be equally wrong, for the
sublimity of the passage is modified by deliberate anticlimax. By the end of

Act II the satirical and aMrmative elements of the play are present in
excellent proportion and the fortunes of Antony also rest in balance, But Act

III abruptly brings his fall in keeping with the satirical and reaiistic tone

previously set. The play begins with a $low alternation between grandeur and

ignominy, and as it advances this tempo increases until the eud of Act IV,

and it slows and stops there. The sentirnent of Cleopatra's remark$ at
Antony's death is neither $elfish nor genuine. There,is a new Cleopatra, bu,t

the old one mu$t still be heard. She has becQnie the chorus of conventional

tragedy even to the,extent of rendering inversely the doctrine ot "admiration".

After invoking Antony as the "noblest of men" she bestows the nebility upon

her coterie. Act V, Scene i presents a galaxy of stock cornments upon tragic

stature and tragic fiaw, and also the de ctzsibus theory with the mirror for
magistrates. The retinue of Octavius has been converted into a chorus and has

presented the subject of tragedy in every standard detail, and then Cleopatra

promptly continues･the theme in Scene ii with a vision of Antony's stature
and flaw. Dolabella, however, reduces her iilusion in a single, well-turned

Iine, "Gentle madam, no". It is one of the shortest dramatic commentaries

and it$ choric nature is warranted, Dolabella denies the scale of grandeur

she finds in Antony. Realism is allowed ,to have its demonstration at a key

point of the tragedy. We shouid uot interpret the last act asasimplified
denial of tragic dignity and say that Cleopatra's fall is unmoving, but it is

unperceptive to see it as the august event she desires. In this tragedy when
the protagonists self--consciously assume a flawed stature, the role is ironically

denied them; when 'they are simply themselves they achieve a subduced
dignity. The dignity, however, is qualified by a satire which constantly
keeps the tragedy within bounds of rnoral realism. Satire and seriousness are

in continual suspension. The satire is directed constantly at the claims of
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tragic stature which the protagonists assert for themselves. The suspension
of opposites is consistently carried through to the end; in the Seleucus scene

Cleopatra's claim of the de casibus role for herself is comic, while in Caesar's

lines her posthumous assumption of the role is not comic at all. Neither of
the concluding notes is control!ing, Each supplies context for the other and

the balanced result agrees with a tone set throughout: anything other than
blend of satire and tragedy would have destroyed a quality present frorn the

beginning. The above is the summary o'f Stirling's analysis and interpretation

of the tragedy. Stirling says that the tragedy may contain it$ own answer
to the condemnation of moralists in the Shaw tradition. According to his
opinion Antony's obsession is entirely of this world, clearly understandable,

and convincing because it is a human weal〈ness. Antony never changes, for
he knows himself frorn the beginning as he drifts to hi$ `wretched end'.
Shakespeare certainly undeurstood the role in tragedy of the flawed hero and

accepted a relationship between social ranl〈 and tragic stature, but when the
highly placed hero becomes the military sensualist to lose battles in a ludicrous

manner and when his self-perceived imperfec'tion becomes a doting satyriasis,

the quality' of transcended flaw becomes uncertain; it becomes doubly uncer-
tain after Cleopatra likens Antony's sensuality to the dolphin rising above its

element. The spectacle of Antony may be both colourful and pitiful. Mere
suspension of moral judgment does not inauce or accoun't for the tragic
response, for it in no way implies necessarily that the hero has asserted value

or dignity in his fall. In this tragedy Shakespeare offers the protagonists who

combine impres$ive qualities with an artless and self-conscious claim to the

"nobleness of life", which is satirized almost to the end. Moreover, he uses

some of the traditional concepts of tragedy ironically as themes for choric
dialogue. Shakespeare sees tragic insight as a quality of the play, and only

secondarily, although often, as a quality of the protagonist. This means that

Shakespeare's tragic perception is the function of the tragedy and not of its

hero. The dignity of perception underlying a Shakespearian tragedy and
communicated with art to' an audience either Elizabethan or modern is it$

･essential quality. This tragedy, therefore, is in no sense anornalous, for its

quality js a satirical tragedy. It is soberly honest and syrnpathetic, and it

contains great art. It has the stature, whether or not the hero･attains
greatnes$, and it, not Antony or Cleopatra, embodies the u!timate insight
intended for an audience. It asserts human dignity and value with a superb
expression of ironical truth. The audience must perceive events not in the
manner of Antony or Cleopatra but of Shakespeare.(48)
    The above is the outline of Stirling's criticism of the tragedy. His
critidism is excellent as an abstract theory. But he is worried so much with

Shaw's deprecation of this tragedy and tries to refute it so eagerly that he

seems to have overlooked some impressive points of the drama, for instance,

the charm of Cleopatra's character.

    M.D.H. Parker says that Shakespeare tries, in Antony and CleoPatra, to see

what happens to the majority of mankind whose suffering is not unbearable
and whose sin is not great; the play is neither cool, nor disturbing in the
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     main action, and the hero and the heroine are saved,' both in the way and to

     the degree･that many people are, through a surrender to love as they know it,

     frankly sexual, but not entirely selfish, Parker considers ･that it is not here

     a question of whether Antony was right or wrong to pre'fer love to honour
     or love to'expediency; jt is rather that in a choice not wholly evil the good

     that he chose became better, both in Cleopatra and in himself. The `facts'
     of Antony and CleoPatra were the attested prologue to the Augustan pbace,
     which, the tradition'had taught Shakespeare, was the stage for the draina
     of Christ. In Parker's'view, Antony's end is merciful as well as just, for
     Antony is prodigal to the last of the stuff of his huge spirit, and he is a

     mine, not merely of the material bounty by which he crowns Enobarbus's
     turpitude with gold, but also of a natural generosity, not far from the
     charity of the kingdom of God. Antony does not rail at men's bad faith, but
     writes `gentle adieuts and greetings'; and regrets that his `fortunes have

     corrupted honest men'. Although he is often enraged only against love's
     treachery, he changes little, but he survives, more fully himself, whole and

     human in the face of death. As for Cleopatra Pai`ker says that she is
     explicitly improved in the play and changes her character, and she suffers
     like Antony, but her suffering is pathetic rather than tragic, Parker also

     says that Enobarbtts is a tragic character entirely of Shal〈espeare's invention;
     yho betrays the virtues of loyalty and gratitude, high in the hierarchy of
     h!s values; and runs away that he may be a `wise man' with the result of
     becoming a fool again; and achieves a repentance whieh would grace a saint. (49)

        Walter Oakeshott compares Antony in Shakespeare's play with Antonius
     of Plutarch's Lives, and from the difference between Plutarch's interpretation

     of the character and that given by Shakespeare he getsaclose view of
     Shakespeare's conception of tragedy, especially of Antony and CleoPtztra.

     Plutarch does not symathize with Antonius, though he cannot but approve
     of Antonius' great courage, bounty and liberality, and the Ioyalty he won
     flom his subordinates. Plutarch dislikes Antonius' `abominal life', and hi$
     distaste for Antonius' riotous life is the leitmotif that repeats itself in his

     account of Antonius. For him Antonius'pa$sion for Cleopatra i$ the climax of
     Antonius' follies. .Plutarch's distaste for Antonius' way of life is not overcome by

     his sympathy until his accoptnt reaches the denouement, On the contrary Shake-

     speare sympathizes with Antony, His passion for Cleopatra may in one sense
     be,madness, but it is something also of incomparable splendour for the poet,

     It is peerless and transcendent, looking beyond the world and even death.

     Anto.ny proclajms that his love is immortal, and CIeopatra says that her
     `longipgs are imgiortal' as she dies. So their relationship in Shake$peare's

     play is extraordinarily different from that describad in Plutarch's Lives.
     Antony is said to be the descendant of Hercules by both the writers. But
` Shgkespeare weaves this myth Qf the descent intQ the texture of the play,,
    while Plutarch makes it a simple paragraph in his $tory. Shakepeare makes
    Antony a great captain, while Plutarch treats him as ･a reckless libertine.
    Shakespeare endows him with noble qualities as shown in Enobarbus' words.

    Oakeshott supposes from the above facts that first it is necessary for
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the play that we should admire･ Antony, and secondly Shakespeare divined
the prejudices of .the' Stoic Plutarch and'saw through them to a truer Antony.'

The second thing, of the supposition is a matter of intuition. But the first thing

bringsus to the essence of Shakespearean. tragedy:---Shakespearean tragedy
ends with the triumph of the tragic hero. Plutarch describes Antonius' death

cowardly and miserably done, while Shakespeare makes bot,h Antony and
Cleopatra accept death and triumph over it. This element of acceptance can
be found in some degree in all the great tragedies of Shakespear,e. But this

sen$e of final triumph-the tragic, acceptance-is much recognized in this
tragedy, Oakeshott asserts that this make$ this tragedy in some ways the
greatest of all the tragedies of Shakespeare.(50)

    Franklin M.Diekey studies the Elizabethan views of･love in detail, and
says that the Elizabethan playgoers come to theatre expecting to see loye as a

source of crosses and complications in comedy and of violent death in tragedy.

He argues they wept over the tragic death$ of those who loved not wi$ely

but too well, but unlike'Hegelians they did not consider such an end as
"the crown of life", In order to see what Shakespeare's audience might have

expected when they attended the first performance of Antony and CleoPatra,
Dickey begins his survey withlthe familiar accounts of,the lover$ in classical

antiquity from Cicero to･Sidoniu$. According,t' o the classical view of them,
they are shameless voluptuaries, although generally Antony appear$ nobler
than his mistress. ' Dickey draws the conclusion that frem the classical tradition

the Elizabethan audience might have learned ho,w to judge Antony and Cleo-

patra: whatever virtues they had, they were notorious for their lust and
extravagance. Next Qiekey pursues the story.through its medieval modifica-
tions., The medieval world･ embroidered the legend of Antony and Cleopatra
freely, But nearly all the major accounts oi Cleopatra before Chaucer made

Cleopatra a typical instance of･a woman who lived for pleasure and died
unhappily-she was made a mnral exemPlerfn to warn others. For instance, in
Boccaccio Cleopatra is a cruel and designing woman} and Antony under her
influence becomes voluptuous and idle; and ever ready for carousing, he lets

hirnself by unbridled lust be dragged into so great infamy. A･fter he has
killed him$elf, she tries in vain to seduce Caesar, and applies the asps to her

breasts and die$. But Chaucer alone makes Cleopatra a martyr.of love and
adds a vigorous medieval version of the Battle of, Actium and describes her

self-immolation for love. The medieval ,tradjtion which the Elizabethans
inherited generally follows the classical tradition but adds its own Christian

moralization;･ for most of the medieval Cleopatras, save for Chaucer's, are

very wicked and carnal, and these carnal sinners are punished by God's
justice for their crime. Thus the Elizabethan readers received the opinion
condemning the lovers for their foul and abominable lust from classical and

medieval times. The Elizabethans cited the story of the lovers regularly as

examp!es of how not behave. For instance Spenser writes that the lovers
exemplify the sins of lust and pride. For the Elizabethans Antony, appeared

variously as a man feminized by lust, as a drunkard, and as a man dominated

by women, while Cleopatra was worse-she served as an example･of the sins
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      of incest, lust, and prodigality, and taught' men to beware of wicked women.

      The Elizabethans generally pointed to their love as destructive, not only of

      their own happiness but that of their foliowers and subjects as well, in$tead
      of seeing Antony and Cleopatra as patterns of nobility and a deathless love.
      The above is the epitome of Dickey's historical survey of the story of Antony

      and Cleopatra. , He also explains the characteristics of both medieval tragedy

      and mature Renaissance tragedy, Meclieval tragedy generally follows the
      pattern of Boccaccio's De Casibus in picturing the fall of men and women o'fi

      high estate, shows the vicissitude of fortune and the instability of earthly

      prosperity, and teaches contempt of the world. Mature Renaissance tragedy
      attempts to deal with the problem of evil by linking men's fortunes to their

      passions. Tragedy was seen,a$ an imitation of an action which might both
      teach., ancl delight; the delight comes from the liveliness of the imitation,

      while the teaching is to be seen in the plot which shows by example what

      happens to those whose passions carry them off. In these respects Antony
      and Cleopatra, Dickey argues, were the ideal dramatic material for tragedy.

          Dickey, moreover, makes a historical survey of tragedies to which the
      story of Antony and Cleopatra is material, French Senecans handled the

      story for didacticism and struggled to show the lovers as both very wie!〈ed
      and pitiful in their dramas. frtienne Jodelle's CleoPatre CaPtive (1552) shows

      the themes of individual responsibility for passionate action and of the harsh

      fate which is inexorably bound up with it, Garnier's Marc Antoine (1578〉
      tries to harmonize the themes of guilt and blind fate. The Countess of
      Pembroke's translation of it is Antonius (1592) and had much infiuence upon
      English Senecans. Daniel's CleoPatra and A Letter from Octavia to Marcus
      Antonius (a poem, 1598), Samuel Brandon's T;he･vartuons Octavia (1598), and
      Caesar's Revenge (c. 1606) are all Senecan, They follow classical and medieval

      authorities and Elizabethan moral philosophers in regarding Antony as a
      picture of extravagance, gluttony, and intemperance, and Cleopat'ra as a
      wanton and sorceress who employed all conscious arts of love to keep Antony
      ensnared. But the English Senecans alter the basic morality of Plutarch to

      fit Renaissance concepts of ethics and politics. They emphasize the moral

, turpitude which has brought the lovers low and preach the necessity of
      controlling passion, and at the same time they relate the story successfully

      to a larger plan of morality and politics. They make us feel pity for the
      lovers by penitent and pathetic accounts of their miseries before they die.

      Cleopatra is made rnore pure in death by them than by Shakespeare, Shake-
      speare's queen, therefore, has never reached the moral stature of either
      Garnier's or Daniel's penitent queen, although Shakespeare's queen, of course,

      is more magnificient and eloquent. In short Dickey's explanation is as foollows;

      all the Senecans as playwrights deal in some degree with the theme of fortune

      and write at length on the unstable position of the great ones of this earth,

      but at the same tirne they all censure the love of Antony and Cleopatra;
      though the rnedieval theme of the fall of princes still dominates Jodelle's
      play, Garnier and Daniel make fortune clearly dependent upon moral choice
      and conform their plays more closely to Renaissance literary theory. Shake-
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speare has moved still further from the medieval concept by minimizing
the part of fortune in the tragedy and by dealing much more with the clire
consequences of indecorum on the part of the prince and the terrible end of

excessive passion. '
   Dickey thus makes clear the historical background of this tragedy and
refutes the criticism which emphasizes the transcendent passion of the imperial

lovers and sees the play as an almost mystical exaltation of passion ancl
Antony and Cleopatra as canonized martyrs of love, He says that it is clear

from both the tradition and the play itself that passion causes the cl()wnfall

of the royal lovers-it is clear, from the actions and statements supportecl by

the traditiona! characterization of the lovers with which both Shal〈espeare
and his audience were fainiliar, that Antony and Cleopatra are examples of
rulers who throw away a kingdom for lust, and this is how they appear in
the play, in spite of the pity and terror which Shakespeare makes us fee!; and

he says that the play is not beyond good and evil and their world is not well

lost. Dickey explains the love story as it appears in Act I and II. At the
beginning of the play Cleopatra enters the stage followed by eunuchs, They
are, if not symbols, singularly appropriate to the scene and the action which

fo!lows, for one of the themes which recurs in the play is that Cleopatra
unmans Antony. Dickey interprets the beginning of the play as Shakespeare's

both implicit and explicit introduction of the traditional themes associated

with the lovers: Antony's disregard of empire for pleasure, Cleopatra's
dominance over his spirit, her conscious artistry as amorist, the effeminaey

and luxuriousness of the Egyptian court, and Antony's decline from the
decorum of man and ruler. He says that action, imagery, and setting in
these openning scenes all serve to emphasize the traditional E!izabethan view

of the story in which Antony is the example of a man made weal〈 by his
affection. Shakespeare shows in them Cleopatra's "fetters" and Antony's
"dotage", and not "the crown of life" or the splendours of a itranscendent

passion'. Dickey feels little tenderness at the lovers' parting but ironically

sees Cleopatra's attempt to keep Antony captive. He assumes that Octavius
was regarded as the ideal prince by the Elizabethans. At the beginning of
Act II Pompey recalls Cleopatra's medieval reputation as sorceress. From the

lines of "moody food/of us that trade in love" Dickey interprets her as a
profe$sional lover. He presumes that Shakespeare's point is to describe her

both magnificient and destructive. The images of food and feasting are
repeated constantly in the play and they are associated with lust and gluttony

in the Elizabethan audience. Along with her lust and allurement Shakespeare

shows her faults, and as the action progresses the fiaws in the love become

evident and Antony's defection from himself grows more and more ominous
until at the end both lovers are viqtim$ of the passion they have lived by.

Shakespeare makes Cleopatra almost a syrnbol of willful lust in middle age

and at the same time he shows her asacruel, tyrannical, and prideful
character. The whole incident of her rage at the messenger is Shakespeare's
invention and reveals a part of the perturbation which the Elizabethans found to

be the inevitable consequence of excessive pas$ion, Dickey interprets her unquiet
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mind as' part' of her payment for the guilty love. Dickey also explains pity

and terror at the end of their action. He says that Shakespeare indeed mal〈es
us feel a very real pity and terror at their downfall, but a well-established

tradition that has censured them as an example of God's judgrnents is still

inherent in the play,' Antony's real downfall begins with his dismissal of
Octavia whom the Renaissance, as Dickey asserts, saw as a symbol of faithful

love. For the Elizabethan audience Octavius Caesar is a minister of divine
justice and the fortunes of Antony and Cleopatra are linked to their deserts.

The Renaisance God had many ways to punish sin. An unquiet mind was
one of them and the autornatic effect of vice which no transgressor might

flee. In Shal〈espeare's morality wrongdoers suffer in mind or in fortune, usually
in both, as shown in all his plays, We can see the automatic consequenees of

lust, intemperance, and love-the punishment of unquiet mind and declined
fortunes, After the defeat of the battle of Actium Shakespeare for the first

time introdttces the theme of despair, which increases as Antony'$ life draws

to its end, and also his failure to observe the decorum of prince and of soldier

becomes the theme of his self--reproach, but Shakespeare gives the self-
recrimination to Antony alone and not to Cleopatra who never measures
herself against any moral standard, According to Dickey $he teeters even on

the edge of surrendering Antony to･Octavius. When the ambassador tells her
that' Octavius knows that she follows Antony not throqgh love but fear, she
,jumps at the chance. They both lose not, only their kingdoms and their Iive$,

but both suffer from the fact that their love turned to ashes before the play

i$ over. His passion becomes hatred after hi$ final defeat and she is haunted

by his furious hope that Octavia will mock her in the,Roman triumph. Dickey

warns us against tlie assumption that Antony's momentary vision of Elysium
is identical with Shakespeare's view of love. CIeopatra's love, at last scliooled

by Antony'$ death, becomes more than a mere, combination of lust ancl
cunning, and she at last discovered the meaning of faithfulness, Her resolution

to die is thrilling in its rhetorical magnificence, and inspires us with pity and

terror as well as with admiration, But her motives for death remain rnixed
and are not merely pure love; her memories of Antony alternate with visions
of her humiliation in Rome. In spite of her resolution to die she clings to life

and rages at Seleucus who tells Octavius that she has cleclared only half her

wealth. The above-mentioned are chiefly ･the characteristic points of Dickey's

interpretation of this tragedy.

   From his interpretation Dickey offers his criticism that Antony and
CleoPatpta remains one of the most astonishing acts of creation in Shakespear-

ean drama. For Shakespeare is always shifting his viewpoint so that each
magnificient wayward gesture is countered either by a glimpse of its futility

or by a sober estimate of its cost both to the lovers and to the universe-so

we are left feeling that the most magnificient love affair the world has ever
known blazed like a fire in the night anct like a great fire ieft sad ashes in

the morning. Dickey says that the sensuality and luxury of the play, its
scale and size, shoek us by a paradox, and the contemPtus mundi which other

playwrights preach in vain follows upon our awe at the sight of the most
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glittering world conceivable lying in ruins.(5i)

    Dickey's method and criticism are unique ancl excellent but they contain

many problems.
    Harold S. ,Wilson traces Shakespeare's development as a writer of tragedy

by a comparative and historical method and assumes that Shal〈espeare produced
the tragedies which invokes Christian ideas on the one hand and the tragedies

based on pagan naturaiistic conception on the other hand. But in his view,
Shakespeare continually strove towards a comprehensive and unified tragic
interpretation of human life, and this synthesis is reached by King Lear and

Antony and CleoPatra. According to Wi!son's explanation, in Antony and
CleoPatra Shakespeare makes some effort of imagination in setting himself
historically back into the milieu of thought and belief to which the characters

and events belong and at the same time in avoiding the absurdity of attributing

Christian ideas or Sentiments to the characters, and he cornposes the most
comprehensive drama, It is the story of empire crossed with story of love:
the high political･destiny of empires and the love of a great comrnander and

a great queen; the whole world as the setting of this love; the luxury and
mystery of the East pitted again$t the disciplined power of the West. The
love of man and woman extends the reaches of this world; it expands to fi11

the universe itself and transcends the limitations of the flesh to inhabit the

universe of the spirit. Wilson says that it is a vision of love which glorifies

man and woman, so that with all their faults of ambition and deceit, and
sensuality and careless pride, the lovers yet rise to a tragic dignity, a `tragic

reconciliation' and serenity. And, symbolically, it is the ageless contrast and

conflict of East and West: the East, with its mystery, its sen$uous delight$

and rapturous abandonments, againstthe matter-of-fact, ethcient, materially

powerful West. Antony tries to mediate between the two and fails. But he
gains his love; that is what finally counts in the play, Wilson･considers the

confiiet of world empire and human love as the theme of the play, and
Antony and Cleopatra together symbolize the conflict and its issue. The
portrayal of Antony is enlarged, to include all sides of the politician, the

soldier, the wor!d,commander, and the lover. Wilson argues that it is
needless to raise the question whether Cleopatra has indeed betrayed Antony
to Octavius. He assumes that she has not, though constancy is not her strong

point, by the reason that in the outcome Cleopatra is magnificently true to

Antony. What is seen in Antony's last moments is that in his death he
triumphs over his suspicion against her through hi$ love and rises superior to

Octavius and to the world that he has lost. Hi$ love ha$ ultimately corne to

have the generosity of self-forgetfulness; and only his courage, magnanimity,

and devotion are perceived in his end. Also in Cleopatra's tragic end there

are deve!opment and refinement in her love. Wilson insists that Antony and
CleoPatra and King Lear are the two most comprehensive of Shakespeare's
tragic designs; and Antony and CleoPatra, dealing with the theines of a man's

love for a woman･and the ambition of empire, mediates between the themes
･of lvlius Caesar and 7)'oilus and Cresst'da, comprehending and reconciling in

some sense their moods, the confiicts, and the value. Wilson says that the
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              value that emerges ultimately in Antony and CleoPatra is the value of human
              love as in King Leapt, and the ultimate sense of Shakespeare's tragic vision is

              that human love is the greatest good of human life and that without it life
              is barren, trivial or evil, Shakespeare does not anywhere $ay so much, but he

              makes us understand and feel it so powerfully, tenderly, and grandly, that
              all other values, even justice, seem to be transcended or merged in t17is
              governing conception and feeling. And the love is represented as a developing

              action, and the action involves a confiict and resolution; and the conflict i$

              between human love and world empire and occurs in two planes: in 'the
              opposition of Antony and Cleopatra to Octavius and also in the love of Antony

              for Cleopatra. The resolution of this latter conflict, as of the former, is
              that Antony sacrifices the world; and in this sacrifice Cleopatra joins hirn in

              a union which transcends material values, scorns the worlcl in all its power

              and magnificence, and exists enduringly in the Elysium of true lovers, This

              enduring union is not attained without effert, But the lovers are two very
              fallible mortals. In them we can recognize something of ourse!ves. They
              triumph in their love, and in so far as we may be capable of sharing in their

             experience we triumph with them. In this play no Christian analogy is made
             explicit. Shakespeare avoids any issue involving specificially Chri$tian doctrine,

              although the play contains issues the ethical solution of which reflects a
             Christian mode of feeling and belief. Shakespeare achieves the synthesis of

             Christian ideas and pagan naturalistic conception in the play, The final
             synthesis o'f Shakespearean tragedy is a reconciliation of other human values

             in that sing!e value of human Iove which refiects a Christian attitude without

             any direct reference to Christian faith. The Shake$pearean value of love is
             not the same as the Christian's love of God. It is not the heavenly love.
             Shakespeare's tragic matter is humanity, its passions, its blindness, its
             mistakes, and its pathos; yet ottt of these very elements, he fashions a design

             that issues in avision of humanity ennobled, that reconciles us to our human
             kind with all its failings, and that shows us an unmistakable human dignity

             emerging triumphant out of the tragic catastrophe itself. But the final
             synthesis of the play, though not overtly Christian in its ethical scheme, is

             nevertheless ultimatley and distinctively Christian in the ethical attitude
             reflected. The play pays careful attention to its setting in pagan times and
             attributes to the actors only such beliefs, attitudes, and sentiments as are

             vouched for in the historical accounts of Plutarch. But the prevailing value
             of the play, that is to say, the triumphant vindication of the love ofa man
             and a woman could be treated as thematically central in so dignified a medium

             as tragedy, though the ancients did not customarily consider human love

             and especially love between sexes as particularly beautiful or exalted.
, The exaltation of human love as a value is a Christian conception, deriving
I ultimately from the greater and inclusive conception of God's love and the
             Christian's love of God. The value of human love in Antony and CleoPatra
             is the normative value of natural ethics in a Christian view, and in this play

             it is to be seen einerging as the supreme value of Shakespearean tragedy,
             But the love that is thematically central in the play does not raise any
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religious issue, because it is not the love of God but earthly love of man and

woman. Wilson explains the emerging implication of the natural order seen
in the light of Christian ethics, with reference to A.S,P, Woodhouse's lucid

exposition of the orders of･ "nature" and "grace". According to the seventeenth--

century testimony, man's relation to God rnight be considered in the three
following ways. (1) In the state of nature man is governed by divinely instituted

natural law,, which operates not simp!y in man's nature but in all natures
and is discoverable by the light of God-given natural reason, This natural
order is as readily intelligible to reasonable pagans as to reasonable Christians,

and thus it happens that Christian humanists of the Renaissance often couple

the moral authority of the ancients with, the ethical teaching$ of the Bible

without any sense of incongruity or invidious contrast. (2) The natural order

issubject to God's providential care and overflowing love, vouchsa'fed in-
dependently of man's merits or his awareness of that love: the power which
ordains and orders all things to ultimate good, This Providential order will be

more apparent to the instructed Christian through loving faith rather than

through reason. (3) Transcending the natural order 〈but also ratifying and
completing it) is the order of grace to which man belongs as a supernatural

being, the order which provides a remedy for man's fallen state when God's
grace irresistibly turns the human will into the way of eternal $a!vation: a

miraculous intervention without which the utmost human merit would be of
no avail. Divine grace is indeed but a particular application of God's over-

ruling providence the application of that providence to man's fallen state
                                                         4    but it is of cardinal importance for man and distinguished in his appre-

hension as an imrnediate spiritual intuition affecting the will, whereas the

other operations of divine providence are quite independent of man's will or

of his knowledge. Of these three orders really a single order that is the
divine love acting as an ordering principle in ali things Shakespeare deals
only with the first two in his tragedies. With the third order the tragedies
have nothing to do, for the order of grace concern$ the specially religious

experience of the Christian. Shakespeare projects a providential order of
human experience seen in the light of Christian faith in Romeo and juliet,

LEItzmlet, Othello, and Masbeth an order which is Iil〈ewise the order of
nature and in which the purotagonists are but little aware of this ordering
principle. The unawareness or the blindness and ignorance of the protagonists

might be called the Christian irony of these plays, for Shakespeare's audience

instructed in Christian doctrine was aware of the contrast between the
ordering of events in the light of divine love and justice on one hand and
the blind striving and frustrations of the human agents on the other, But if

we consider the natural order, not with direct reference to a supernatural
ordering power which we can apprehend only dimly, but indirectly with
reference to the effect of that ordering power upon the natural order and
upon natural ethics, we retain the human scope of the action while enlarging

the limits of merely human virtue by means of a supernatural sanction, This

is what happens in Antony and CleoPatra and King Lear. These plays achieve

a harmony or synthesis, a transformation and refinement, of natural hutman
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ethics through the triumphant emergence of a supremely Christian value,
the value of the new law of human love which takes precedence of the old
law of justice. The above is the synopsis of Wilson's explanation of the
implication of the synthesis in Antony and CleoPatra. In the synthesis Wilson

says that the love of man and woman is vindicated, ennobled and rendered
beautiful in this tragedy. That is what is meant by "tragic reconciliation"

in the play: the !oss is inherent in the story and inevitable, but we are
left with the sense that human life has been ennobled in and through the
tragic experience. The tragedy as well as ewng Lear pays the hig. hest tribute

to the human spirit and represents Shal[espeare's greatest achievemen't in
tragedy, Technically the tragedy comprehends the full range of the means

Shakespeare used to achieve a tragic effect. It interprets a seqtien¢e ofi
historical event with close 'fidelity to its Plutarchan source and presents his

irnaginative conception of what the historical persons of the action were
actually like. The principal persons become not merely dramatic projectiens
of actual persons but also grand poetic symbols of earthly love. The play

gives a remarkable impression that the people and events are, indeed,
remote frorn us in time buts actual and essentially contemporaneous, and,
but for the heroic roles of the participants in some of the greate$t events of

human history, the lovers are rnan and woman found in every time and
place, loving and fighting and suffering, The above is Wilson's critici$rn pf

this tragedy. He also asserts that Antony's love for Cleopatra is an essential

part of his whole being to love her is the man's very nature and sornething
he cannot help doing and it is not what we ordinarily mean by an act of
choice, even if it brought his downfall. In Wilson's view the play repre$ents

a picture of the tragic iimits of human life and human love; and it is tragic

because men and women are mortal and incapable of supporting their most
heroic aims, He, therefore, insists that in Antony and CleoPatrca any talk
about "error$" or `'fiaws" in the sense of the tragic hamartia of Aristotle's

Poetics will give a rnisleading impression of the central conception of the play

and of its effect; and the play is ShakespeaTe's faithful dramatic interpretation

Of history. (s2)

  (3) Aesthetical Criticism

   Aesthetical critics places the greatest irnportance on the poetry of Shake-

speare's plays, for they assume that poetry cannot be separated from drama
in Shakespeare and so we cannot appreciate properly his play unless we
perceive the poetical value and beauty of his plays by imaginative interpretation.

They, therefore, pay attention more to his composition of poems than to
anything else in his plays.

   Caroline F. E, Spurgeon suggests that a poet, to some extent, reveals
himself chiefiy through images used in his poems: in the case of Shakespeare,

he lays bare his own innermost lil〈es and dislikes, observations and interests,
associations of thoughts. , attitudes of mind and beliefs, tn and through the
images. In her view, the most striking function of the imagery as ba¢kground
an.d.undertone in Shakespeare's art is the part played by ptecurrent irnages in
raismg and $ustaining emotion, in providing atmosphere, or in emphasizing a
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theme. By recurrent imagery she means the repetition of an idea or picture
in the images used in any one play, for instance, in Hbumlet the conception of

disease, and this secondary or symbolic imagery within imagery is a marked

characteristic of Shal〈espeare's art his mest individual way of expressing
his imaginative vision. This symbolism of the imagery in Antony and CleoPatra

is subtle, and the atmosphere of the play is entirely different from those of

his other plays; in it his imagination is a pure flame driving throughout,

fanned by emotion, whose heat purifies, fuses and transmutes into gold all
kinds of material, and this atmospheric heat creates the pictures, dominating
and directing them. But the group of chief images peculiar to this play consists

of images of the world, the firmament, and the ocean vastness. The
dominating note in the play is magnificence and grandeur, expressed and
pictured by continually stimulating our imagination$ to see the colossal figure

of Antony. Antony himself touched this note in his royal love-making, Spurgeon

exemplifies this bY CIeopatra's lyrical elegies, adjectives to express the magnif-

icence and scale of his bounty, and other examples from the piay, This
vastness is kept constantly before us especially by the u$e of the word `world',

It is 42 times used in the play and is continually employed in a way which
increases the sense of grancleur, power, and space, and which fi11s the
imagination with the conception of beings so great that physical size is
annihilated and the whole habitable globe shrinks in comparison with them.

Antony's imagination mQves on this same vast plane, and the pictures that
he draws stimulate our vision and keep us ever conscious of the puny size of

even the greatest of worldly princes, powers, and spaces, compared to his
stupendous force, Especially is this so when power is slipping from him, and

the tragedy is thus increased by contrast. The above is Spurgeon's criticism
of this tragedy, for this recurring image definitely, potently, and profoundly

infiuences Spurgeon in calling into being the emotional background of the play.

She believes that the study ot' Shakespeare's imagery helps us to realize one

of the many ways by which Shakespeare so magically stirs our emotions and
excites our imagination, and sometimes even throws a fresh ray of light on
the significance of the play concerned and on the way Shakespeare himself
Saw it. (53)

    But she is primarily interested in the content of Shakespeare's images,

and classifies and catalogues them systematically by a statistical rnethod.

She, therefore, commits an erroy in regarding all the images in a set to be

equal among themselves, Her critici$m may serve for our understanding the
poetry of the play, but not fo/ the appreciation of the drama itself.

    Wolfgang H. Clemen notices the vast difference between the imagery in
Shakespeare's earlier works and the imagery in his later tragedies. He regards

this difference' as an amazing and unique development of an element of poetic

expression in Shal〈espeare, e. g. an evolution of imagery that cannot be
found in any othey poet. Clemen insists that Shakespeare wrote any of his
passages for a certain situation and for a particular moment of his play, ancl

before we can appreciate and appraise rightly any image or a sequence of
images, we must first know what particular purpose the image serves when
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it occur$. An image viewed outside of its context, therefore, is only half the

image, and it gain$ full life and significance only from its context. In
shakespeare's later play it always has reference to the whole of a piay and

it appears as a cell in the organism of the play. C!emen says that in order

to arrive at a truly organic method of understanding the images, it is im-
portant to investigate their relatiens 'and connection$ to the whole of the

play. This power to associate the imagery with the very 'fabric of the play

develops and extends, step by step, with Shal〈espeare's developmen't a$ ai
dramatist. At first the images fulfil only a few simple functions, but tlxey

later often serve several aims at one and the same time and piay a decisive part

in the characterization of the figures in the play and in expressing the dramatic

theme. C!emen investigates the form of the images ancl their relattion to tha

context and examines them under the aspect o'S development. He says that
tdescriptive or poetic imagery' in Shakespeare's earlier works becomes `dramatic

imagery' in his tragedies, especially in Antony and CleoPatra. In his view the

imagery which is chosen to express abstract ideas seems itself to be clerived

from the atmosphere of this tragedy. He notices that the sea constitues ari

important element of `scenery' of this tragedy and Shakespeare heighten$
the omnipresence of this peculiar sea-atmosphere even further by drawing
metaphors to express abstract from the sea and the terminology of navigation.

He also says that those images which strike the key-note of the play the
expanse of the world and the tremendous consciousness of power on the part
of the characters and which elevate the figures of these great rulers to the

level of demigods generally fulfi1 a double function; they are a means of
expressing Antony's greatness and at the same time they create atmosphere
by summoning to our minds the image of the wide ocean and of the imrneas-
urably vast world. Clemen explains Shakespeare's use of the Nile with its
creatures, its snakes, and adders, It introduces into the drarna the intimate

interplay of person and scene, and this whole sequence of imagery gain$
powerful dramatic relevance through the fact that Cleopatra commits suicide
at the end by means of such Nile serpents. Thus the imagery, which at first

glance seems only to create the atmosphere of play, actually effects more
than this; and it is symbolically related to the characters, This symbolical

rneaning of certain sequences of imagery is apparently expressed also in the

case of the main theme of the play, the fall of the great tovers the iight--

symbol of these sequences of imagery, Light extinguished had always been
a symbol of death with Shakespeare. But in no other play is this darkness--

symbol of death so closely associated with the whole characterization of the

persons as in Antony and CleoPatra, Clemen says that these images reveal

that shakespeare viewed the life of his great characters as being in harmony

with the cosmic powers, Cosmic events and human events run parallel in
this tragedy, and what occurs in one sphere must have its counterpart in the

other. ciemen also explains Fortune in the play. He also touches on the
character of Cleopatrg and $ays that she is neither solely queen, nor selely

harlot, nor solely witch, but unites in her person all these contrasting
natures. (54)
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   G.Wilson Knight appraises Antony ana CleoPatra to be the subtlest and
greatest play in Shakespeare, or, at least, paragoned only by The rlemPest.

He interprets this play irnaginatively and advocates its transcendental human-

ism. He says that the action compasses the Mediterranean and its citied
shores; the Roman empire is revivified at its climacteric of grandeur and
magnificence, so that princes who sway its destiny appear ,comparable only

to heroes of myeh, or divine beings; and yet the persons of the play are
human enough too, and the events are sharply realized; in short although the

play presents, as a whole, a visionary and idealistic optimism, there are
realistic and coarse essences and tragic pathos. He explains the effects which

contribute to the prevailing optimism, In his view, the play disclose$ a vision

rather `universalistic', and our view is directed not to material alone, nor to

the earth alone, but rather to the universal elements o'f earth, water, air,

fire and music, and beyond these to the all-transcending visionary humanism

which endows man with a supernatural glory. The vision is a life-vision and

a love-vision. The love-theme ranges from purely sensuous delights to the
rarefied heights of intense spirituai contemplation. But the sensuous i$ purified

by the poet's medium and all is subduced to a singie rare poetic quality of

an especia! kind, Knight malces some remarks on the play's style. He says
that the poetry is both metaphysical and emotional, yet emotion is ever thrice--

distilled; so finely wrought in delicate yet vividly dynamic phrase or word

that a maximum of power is found in a minimum of sense--appeal, either
visual or aural. The poetry has a pre-eminence of thin or feminine vowel-
sounds, `e' and `i', a certain lightness and under-empha$is of passion which

yet robs it of no intrinsic power, and a refasal of the resonant and rever-
berating stress, an absence of any direct or prolonged sensuous plea$ure in

phrase, word or syllable. The poetry catches the rno$t evanescent tragic
essence on the wing. The style of this play is like a thin, blazing, electric

filament, steadily instinct with keenest fire. A world of rneaning is cornpressed

in the simplest phrase. The subject-matter is various: it ranges from the
material and sensuous, through the grand and magnificent, to the more purely

spiritual there is an ascending scale. The style (or the poetic vision of

the whole) endorses thi$ movement; rising from matter to spirit. Knight
stresses the optimistic and glorious effects by an ana!ysis of this ascending scale

and says that other effects are subsidiary. The ascending scale i$ a purely

intellectual arrangement of imaginative essences of the play to enrich our
imaginative vision of its complex whole. The imagery is evershifting, dazzling,

and iridescent. The mass-effect is glinting variously in accordance with our

viewpoints, But Knight says that a purposive attention to these varied,
interrelated strands in the play's texture helps us to rise to the height of its

theme and to understand its peculiarly transcendental realism.

    Knight notes the theme of imperial magnificence, the imperial power and

warrior-honour Antony sacrifies for love. This tragedy i$ impregnated with the

atmosphere of wealth, power, military strength, and material magnificence,

The sea-imagery heightens our sense of imperial magnificence andi limitiess

power. This sea-irnagery blends with a wider world-imagery. `World' or
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   `earth' recurs continually in relation to the main persons, The principal persons

   are drawn to heroic proportions almost superhuman power and nobility,
   and in the play mankind is almost deified, And naturalism is transcended and
   the earth itself (with its sea and land) is a little thing in comparison with such

  heroes. The setting is the Mediterranean einpire idealized beyond all rational

   limits and the universe, and not our little world at all. The play view$ man

   as he is transfigured under the intense ray of leve and the 1〈eenest poetic
  vision. The imagery ancl suggestion throughout is pointing to the transcenclentai

   qualities in man, or even in nature. Now this general elevation of humanity

  is related to two main streams of imagery; those of (I) War and 〈2) Love,
  which may be said to correspond to the above-mentionecl two settings, the
  empire and the universe. These war and love are the two Shakespearian
  values, The first is twined with the empire--theme; and the second rises 'from

  out that theme and is both blended and contrastecl with it, Antony sells a
  warrior's honour and an emperor's sway for Cleopatra's love. Ia:ach theme
  wins a victory; ene material, the other spiritual. There are many `horse'
  references in the play. They heighten and inten$ify our feeling for rnilitary

  magnificence. The horse in Shal〈espeare is elsewhere idealized as a beautiful
  animal and a war symbol. War (or Empire) and Love (the two main elements
  of the play's vision) are not always opposed imaginatively, but they contribute

  to the total splendour and unity. Finally the love-theme rises high in splendour

  on the structure of imperial and rnilitary rnagnificence. Antony's soldiership,

, that is to say, his peerless activity in the front of action shows his nobleness,

  and his love shows him divine. The imperial and war-lil〈e setting is apt for
  love's proud and fiaming trajectory into the unknown and its aristocratic
  disregard of the baser elements and of the irnperial splendour from which
  it rises colos$al. These imperia! suggestion and lmagery increase our sense
  ef the glorious love for which Antony barters'this splendour, Knight says
  that love in this play translineates man to divine likeness it is the only
  `nobleness of life'.

      Knight notes also the more physieal and sensuous love theme and love-
  imagery in dialogue and suggestion, In his view the purely erotic suggestions

  are treated in an ascending scale. Antony's passion is depicted both as lust

  and spiritual love. We must note the lower element of physical passion and
  indulgence. Feasting is constantly referred to. Antony's life with CIeopatra

  is composed chiefly of love and feasting. Feasting is in Shal〈espeare not only a
  matter of sensuous pleasure, but a lifeiforce. It has clearly relevance to sexual

  love. The sensuous element is presented in two-fold guise: as riotous waste

  and as something of princely and royal magnificence and of a marvellous and
  inexhaustible bounty, but it$ power as a `life' symbol is not to be forgotten. The

  more spiritual reality grows and fiames from this sensuous and !iving bounty:

  the two are rather twin aspects of,a single beauty. So the transcendental

  humanism is everywhere but a development from a vital huminriism. Physieal

  alone, without faith or constancy, Iove is unclean, stupid, and a madness;
  but we see both aspects, physical and spiritual in the play the blending of
  spiritual fire with material pleasures. We have a developing scale of sensuous
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and erotic suggestion, layer on layer, leading from feasting and drinking and

all riotous bodily excess, to the towering vision of ti'ansfigured man, godlike

and immurtal, in empire or in love. This is the play's final statement, Cleopa-

tra's ladies are devotees to physical wishes, The love-realism of the play is

far from tenuous. It is a human analogue to the continual suggestion o'f
earth's fruitfulness such as the sun breeding creatures and crops from the
ooze of Nile. But the love vision is a chaste vision of uncha$tity; the poet's

mind is alive in exquisite purity and profound insight. Physical love is purified

by poetry, The imagery goes beyond the solid and sensuous to more elemental

and ethereal suggestions: the imagery of water, air, and fire. Then appear
the themes of rnusic. These show the peculiarly transcendental humanism
of the play. From the above statement, Knight says, we know why and in
what sense this play is not merely a $tory of soldier's fall but rather a spelled

land of romance achievect and victorious: a paradisial vision expressed in

terms of humanity's quest of love,

   Knight notes the natural and elernental symbolisms, in their varying
ascent from the material to the ethereal, reflecting and blending with the
love-theme of the play. The animal references are scattered throughout the

play; but anima! irnages are always implicit in the context and animal
fierceness is not emphasized. There are other rnore significant images. They

are serpents and snakes. This serpent-irnagery sugge$ts sinuous grace and
fascination joined to danger: its aptitude in connexion with Cleopatra is

evident she is the `Serpent of old Nile'. This phrase points us to another
force, suggesting life in an element less material than earth aquatic and
aerial. Variously ascending from the material to the ethereal the life-images

of the play are to be related to the erotic theme, They are phy$ical and
ethereal at once. In this play nature is ever at work, blencling, iningling,

and dissoiving element in element, to produce new strangeness, new beauty.
The natural imagery refiects the love-theme. There is imagery of trees,
flowers, and fruits; the benison of earth's foison, harvest fruitfulness, pic-

turesque cultivation, and fiowery joy. Earth and sun are mated to produce

rich harvest, and this harvest blends with the richer harvest of the protago-
nists' love; and finally there is the mating of life and death, where, in
passion's ecstasy, the strength of `death' is entangled with the `force' of life.

Water-imagery occurs continually that is a certain liquidity showing the
idea of `melting' and `dissolving'. It is a crucial theme in the play, for the

blending or me!ting of elements is similar to that blending of the sexes which

is the main story, and from that we pass even farther to a blending of life

and death. Cleopatra's dying is a soft melting, a dissolving, of essence with

essence, and Antony's death is "the crown o' the earth doth meit", The `sun',

`moon' , and `star' imagery elevates the love-theme to universal stature; it

lights the play with a glitter and a bril!iance, merging with the gold-imagery

･and the watery sheen, so that the vision is seen as through a dropping shower

of fire; the fire-imagery adds the fourth empyreal element to the ascending

scale earth, water, and air. Spirit is fire and love in Shakespeare isa

spirit all compact ef fire.
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   Knight notes also the more spiritual and transcendental elements in the

love-theine. Now we approach the higher ether and more vivid incandescence
of human art. Music sounds often in the play, Music is ever the food of love

and its accompaniinent. Even earth vibrates in thi$ transcendent play, its

myriad whirling atoms a!ive, burning, dancing, quiring in the immortal
theme. The worid glows with love's fire. Here the disparity between matter
and spirit, the human and divine, are iningled, blended, and melted into
unity; and so the little earth `makes mingle' with its orchestra of elements

and responds in magic harmony to that sphere music wherein a human death
and life and love strike together one single chord in the ineloclic silences oE

the Divine. A divine humanism is in this play. rhus the persons are o'ft:en

cornpared to gods and heroes, The protagonists change a crown o'E golcl for

the more sparkling and ethereal diadem of love, Cleopatra refers te cleath
and says that death never palates more the dung of the kingdoms of earth,
of temporal existence, and she fertilizes the rich arable lands of the infinite

and the harvest fruits of love. Thus the world is well lost for love. I'n thi$

play earthly `nature' is often subsidiary to man and a wider, more tzn!versal

nature, Fortune is a recurrent word in the play, but it only indirectly pc)ints

us to the central idea of the play, Antony and Cleopatra are both es$entially

sportive, and the spirit of the romantia comedies is blended with tragedy in

the play.

   Knight says that visionary imaginations are irnportant for the right
understanding of the play. The massed structure which is the whole play
makes a $ingle and profound statement and reveals a single a;ad happy vision,

To refuse this integrity of the poet's statement is to miss its important and

profound meanings. Within this whole vision all elements of sordiclness and

dualisms are resolved, dissolved, and melted into a sublime unity. I〈night
asserts that not till we see the play as a whole do we recognize the significance

of its parts. Attending simu!taneeusly to its imaginative and narrative qualities,

Knight says, we can see the who!e structure. He quotes two passages which
finely illustrate the welding of imaginative `atrnosphere' with the individual

protagonists: Enobarbus' description of Cleopatra's meeting vvith Antony and

Cleopatra'$ dream-vision ef Antony, He explains them in detail. He says
that the nature in this tragedy is bounteous, fruitful, and life-"giving; and

its ethereality and rnystery are strongly emphasized to harmonize with the
ethereal mystery of the final revelation of the play; and never were the pathQs

and･ failure of human tragedy so happily blended with the infinite purposes

of human life; and the temporal is sanctioned by the eternal; and from the
marriage of life and death a new reality is born `a better life'; and in
death man is triumphant, a cQnquerour.

    The above is the synopsis of Knight's explanation of the transcendental

humanism of Antony and CleoPatra.

    Wilson Knight next observes the more specifieally human qualities in
Antony and CleoPatra in an essay entitled "The Diadem of Love". He says
that the transcendental and ethereal humanism is primary in the play, and
the elements of evil and hate, though present in it, are resolved constituents
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to a wider harmony, a less partial view. No persons are bad in the play. In

no play is moral outlook so irrelevant as a means to distinguish the persons.

Knight says it has no meaning. All the chief persons refiect identical spiritual

rhythms: from positive to negative, negative to positive. Indeed loyalty is
the theme, but the persons often fall from faith or love to rise again, and they

are all, at the last, true to their deepest Ioyalty. There is no feeling of
victorious evil, and evil, (disloyalty) is ever melted in the prevailing delight,

   Knight insists that the first effect noticeable in these per$ons is of a

certain strangeness a strange see-saw motion of the spirit, a `varying'.

They each contain the dual principles, positive and negative, locl〈ed in a single
personality, and so there are changes, but no proper conflicts, Knight says

that the' root antagonists of the play are the two supreme Shakespearian
values War (or Empire) and Love: and there is no question of any ultimate
denial or cynicism, All persons who die are at the height of !ove or loyalty
at their death: death and love blend in each. All dualisms are less vital than

the unities they build, Even at the feast held on Pompey's galley, there is
no strong evil intent, nor any burning ambition; there is just a s"dden absence

of loyalty, At Antony's death Caesar's response is noble, generous, and
profound. Both Pompey and Caesar have a streak of the Macbeth-evil, but
the evil in tlais play exercises no continual power over the personalities, and

at the end their nobler qualities are forced into prominence,

   Enobarbus, too, wavers !il〈e others. There are the contrasts between
`women' and `a great cause' or the `business' of state and the `business' of

love, and the confiicting calls of these two are at the heart of this play.

The values of War or Empire and Love are ever twin supreme values in
Shakespeare and are the great spiritual heritages of We$t and East. Enobarbus

wavers between them and reflects the wavering antag6nism. He is the spokes-

man of en!ightened common sense, both appreciative and critica!, He at
first remains loyal while he can feel the glamour of Antony's love. But when

he see Cleopatra betray Antony he becomes disloyal and deserts Antony. So
his desertion is more than a personal disloyalty and is a symbol of the pro-

tagonists' tottering romance. He finds too late the diademed principle of

love. He has throughout been a common-sense commentary on the action,
and at the same time he is the action's commentar･y on the worth of common
sense and reason. This story of Enobarbus exactly reflects the primary stories

of Antony and Cleopatra, and so it is most valuable to the general under-

standing. He waves between personal loyalty and reason, and at a crucial
moment he takes the path dictated by his puny wisdom and is next wrenched

back by events and by his own heart to a sudden and shattering realization
that all expecliency is dust and ashes beside the living flarne of his love.

He cannot fight against the universe. His only life is now in death. Death is

synchronized with uttermost loyalty. Thi$ is the way our joyous universe
makes music fyom the wilful unfaith and wayward purposes of man. An
unseen power is at work forcing each person to realize a consummate beauty
in life and in death, and pressing the richest liquid from the wines of his

soul. Each thus dies for love or loyalty Eros, Enobarbus, Iras, Cliarmian,



and the two protagonists. But in them death is not a fall, but a ri$ing

death is a crown of life. The theme isawavering, afailing of trust in love's

unreason, and swift and beauteous recovery in death,

   This wavering is apparent in Antony. There is continually the wavering,
ebb and fiow, of the spirit; a shifting, varying psychology, At the death of

Fulvia Antony regrets her. The same rhytl?m of a sudden regret at the
impact of loss is apparent. Antony finds that the event has a quite different

taste from its pre-imagined quality. The strongest thing in Antony is his
love for Cleopatra, and he tries to break free from her. But his pas$ion
for her is burning in him. Heisjovial, melancholy, reckless by tcrrns, When
he finds Cleopatra making private terms with Thyreus, he sees lais IQve as filth,

vice, and error. His abuse is hideous, But soon love fioods again in his heart,

and he willingly deceives himself that CIeopatra was not sincere in her
betrayal. This swift oscillation of the spirit frorn positive to negative and

back again is markedly emphasized toward the encl of Antony'$ story, On the
day before the last fight Cleopatra buckles on Antony's armour, ancl he returns

in triurnph; hi$ warrior-strength and love-ardour are at their meridian glory,

In this scene we meet the two great values, Love and War, perfectly blendad

in two personalities and one victorious event. Throughout we have also the
contrast between spiritual romaiice and material realism. Antony's love--･visien

becomes bright or dimmed according as he prospers or fail$ in fight. Soon
after the last battle he swear$ she shall die. But beneath all superficies ancl

outward varying shows, the theme of this love-･tragedy remains the failure
of love to assert its royalty in the temporal scheme, When Love and War
embrace harmonious, Ferninine and Masculine, East and West, are blended
in a universal concord. But in so far as love and world-success are antagonistic,

love has failed, and meets condemnation, It is the destruction of the unity of

love and world-victory that maddens Antony. Antony would end his experiences

of changes from unreality to unreality by the last alternation from the fiux
of life to the flux of death, Death is visaged as the dissolution of life, rather

a change of mode, a breath scattering and dissolving the wisp of smoke that

for a short while claimed individual form and direetion. Antony's vision at
his end is a vision of eternity; and only in death is the finite thing complete;

in death finite and infinite, good and iil, ugly and beautiful mate and blend

in the one perfection, For him this death is not an ending. Its mystery cast$

a new glamour. It is eternity visioned as a brighter life, the prize of love,

and a grand Elysium. Life in this tragedy is deserted for love, and that love

is now equated with death; life and death are mated. By synchronizing
death, the most absolute of all negations, with the positive aspect of life,

love, Knight says, we are left withasense of peace and happiness, an
apprehension of pure immortality.

   Knight considers Cleopatra as baffIing in the remarkable combination o'f

diversity and unity. She is by turns proud and humble, 'a raging tigress ancl

a demure girl, deceitful and faithful, royal and skittish, gentle and cruel.

Though she is woman's loveliness incarnate, beauty enthroned beyond the
$hores of time, set above the rugged map of imperial splendour, and down-
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 watching the fighting princes below, she has in her a streak of mysterious
 and obscene evil. Knight says that love is ever the pivot of her gyrating
 personality, and the light which illumes the phantasmagoria of her shifting

 moods. Though Antony serves two gods: `love' and `honour', she is not
 divided: love is the only root of her actions. She is also incarnate queen of

 music and romance. Her palace in Alexandria is a paradise of feast, fun,
 and love. Sportiveness is strong in the protagonists' love. Cleopatra is all

 wornanly things, good and evil. There is danger iii her. She has a serpent's

 grace, aserpent's attraction, dangerous as Eve, serpent-beguilecl. She is `the '
 Serpent of Old Nile'. Sometime$ her love appears violent and selfish and
 almest evil; at others, it is pure and innocent as the frosty light ofaChrist-

 mas star. She does not control and unify her imperssions by any cool reason,

 She is swaying to every breath of her passionate desires. But those passions

 harp so fine a natural music as can be called an ever-harmonized music of
 passionate discords. Her passions, with varying and see-saw motions, return

 to pure femininity. But if Antony cannot Ieave the world of turbulence for
 the crowned peace of love, then she will share the action with him, though
 she is queen of love. Consequently the woman's heart ruins his manhood.
 Knigh.t says that Death and Life are the sexes of the absolute: Death, the
 femlmne, calls back the adventurer, Life, to her bosom; thus Cleopatra
 awaits Antony. After the battle of Actium, Caesar offers peace to her through

 Thyreus. Then she is the primal Eve; She reveals a serpentile evil, an utterly

selfish streak of bottomless evil. Then `policy' wins, and she shows unutterable

basgness, and is Iove's ripening apple worm-eaten at the core. Cleopatra's

yariety surpasses that of any other Shake$pearian person. In this respeet she

is all womankind, rather than a single woman, Knight says that she is
universal in the sense that $he, one person, becomes a symbol of universal

     .meaning and content of womankind. Her two main qualities are essential
feminipity and her profuse variety of psychic modes, But these two are clearly

one, since a profound and comprehensive delineation of essential woman is
necessarily very varied and built of contradictions. She is a silk shot with
dazzling, shifting, colours. She is the divinity of this play. Her transcendent

divinity and beauty are stressed in Enobarbus' description of her in her barge.

The streak of serpentine evil in her is part of her complex fascination and

rnelts into her whole personality, enriching rather than limiting her more

positive attractions. In CIeopatra a personification blent of `goQd' and `evil' is

found. Thus, from a limited view, her treachery is nauseating, but from
the. view of eternity the `evil' is seen otherwise, as a part of a wider pattern.

Knight says that Cleopatra proceeds through the final scenes to assert the
rights of her `infinite variety' to that imperial diadem of love clenied by the

poet to other more limited and less perfect divinities. Cleopatra excels by
virtue of lter psychic infinity, which includes evil, and wins by her very
capacity to fail, and steps more naturally to the infinities of death. Thus the

final act of the pla.y is as the crest not only of this play but of the whole

Shakespearian progress. All this consummate artistry has been lavished in
Cleopatra that she may assert the power of Iove to enclose not only Iife,
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but death, in its vision. Knight then notes death's own essential sovereignty;

first, it is like sleep; second, it tastes no IQnger that `dungy earth' which is

ttnworthy of its child; finally, it is nurse alike to Caesar in his glory and the

beggati in his penury a kindly presence, dear nurse to li'fe, eternity calling

back the child o'f time to it$ bosom. In thi$ play cleath is continually welcomed

as something of positive worth and sweet nourishing delight, lil〈a lovg.
Cleopatra knows Antony is the universe and more, becau$e in death he is
tran$figured by love and becomes al! things accomplished. In .the Seleucus
scene she wavers again, and tries to ensnare Caesar and to set him as another

fine emerald beside t;hose other victorie$, Pompey, Julius Caesar, and Antony,

and fails. Though she is compact o£ variety ancl waverings, she assumes a
steadily icreasing grandeur of immobility; now her `variety' i$ 'infinity', and

infinity means death and love. At last she is raised beyond waveyinif ,ancl

incertitude. Death is `liberty' and enlarges the `confine' of even her infinity.

In her death is involved the justification of the starry hope beyond good or

evil, the vision which is poetry in all its guiltless profusion, and the trust

that unity (not duality) exists as the heart in the universal breastr the
justification that all things blend into a $ingle glory in the universal Cleopatra.

At this point she becomes love absolute and incarnate. At the death･-･mornent$

of the chief persons, there is an ascent, and hurnanity burns with a steady

brilliance there is no suggestion of tragic pain,

    Knight insists that the play is to be understood as a who!e only by
various approaches assimilated in a single vision, He alse pays attention to

the technique of scene arrangement, He says that the most powerfu1 emotional

movements are ever compressed, both by the `wavering' psychology which
presents alternation rather than development and by the scene vAriation,
The $hort scenes convey not only an impression of e!npire, but a stM ,more
 powerfu1 impression o'E space as oppo$ed to tiine. They, tend to crush time,

 to render it subordinate to simultaneity, which eternity envelopes, amd which

 encloses the action like a moveless sphere englobing an oiled mechanism
 smoothly working within. Knight also insists that to understand the play
 aright we must be prepared to see Antony asavery human lover`, and
 Cleopatra as love itself; hence tihe exquisite contrast of Antony's death, its

 quality of tragedy and failure, subtly differentiated from Cieopatra's dis$olving

 immortality. Antony wavers between East and West, and is finally blended
 in love, but Cleopatra is Love's Queen, contrasted with Caesar, empire-symbei.

 There is no strong dualism in the play; the final effect isa blending, a
 melting, with a victory for finer love's ideal over the cruder empire's ideal.

 In this play humanity is most finely idealized, Even though the play presents

 ever two aspects of its love-theme, that is, the crude and the ideal, no play

 is more true and finally more beautiful. Knight concludes that AntonN avut

 Cleopatra is a dramatic microcosm of human, and other, life viewed from
 within the altitudes of conscious Divinity; that we have here our rnost perfect

 statement of the real; that, whereas the sombre plays of Shakespeare are

 aspects of `appearance', in Antony and CleoPatra we touch the Abst/)lute,
     Knight, mereover, compai-es this play with Macbeth in detail, and makes
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clear a certain elusive sirniliarity between the essences of these two plays,

and also shows clearly how exactly they may be considered .opposites. He
concludes that these two plays pre$ent respectively a love-empire rhythni and
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whether his vision of the play corresponds with Shakespeare's or not. .
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i:risi},,/f,?y:,gll'/-,t'/ial/g'95,X',〈"/l8'ffli':,i.i･sCil':1'.,kiia,i,ls'i'//'a'.si1℃,1/k:M//,t"e,i./Iria:"2£･lg'IId,,k.£.:i:/2',,1,L,igw,pulglga3,'i

h'e,n,g,go.id.e,¥,Pgho,e,?us,fae.se,z,2e,2%"stdl･,Og.&y.zs,,ag.a;'e,ss,rs.yg,i[',a,t.9ie2Ratr,ag;

 dignity in death is endued with the rnajesty of the heavens; and the oi"der

 of these words is magical Cleopatra's final royalty is totally suffused by
 the glory of `golden Phoebus'. Murry assumes that the word `royal' makes a
 mechanism of the natural alchemy of the supreme poetic imagination of this

  play.
     Murry compares Enobarbus and Antony in an earlier scene (IV. ii) when

eg¥e:･/Sa,l,ta.blliSrgehei.iigs/lescfio,ny,fih,IC,ZMgs.M･YaB.tl12o,8"fiosXh#eife･:ali',t/1,2h;;{nt.i9it,b,e:eli.:,",'l

  one by one. Murry sees this as the Last Supper of Anton¥. This reminds gs
  that kings have done him the like office. In comparison with A}itony, and i.n

  hi$ own accustomed sight, servants and kings are one. If kings were his
  servants, so his servants are now made kings. But Cleopatra does not under-
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  stand it. Enobarbus half understands it. It seems to him `one of those ocld

  tricks w,hich sorrow shoots out of the mind'. Servants serve Antony now,
  whe.re kings served hirn before; and by the change it is not Antony that is

  deplined, but they who are aclvanced; they have become kings, Antony, at
  tlus moment, when there are no more thronecl monarchs to serve him, invite$

  hiF .servants into royalty. By serving him now, they becoma 1〈ings of t:he
  spirit, The royalty strilces Enobarbus, btit Cleopatra, at this rnoinent, ctoes

  not understancl it. The scene is the spontaneous expression of the $acramental

  essence. In this scene CIeopatra plays the part towards Antony which bewil-
2/%rf,d.,Polgb,:gka,,t/?la'1.pga,y,t:.,w,e,xS,lkeE,?.Ste:,¥r,grg,s6.,wigerc,s?uagtn,ep,le.ei;t?gg

 tqiiteig?i tohfOrUog;ialSthyeoifS'thteO sacCehniee] e her `royalty'･ The abc〉ve is Murry's interpre.

%,wY,g"i.//taX?.g,/'ix':dZ.ke?id,/j,gnPSZ.fi,'G,t?,Ee%gtecni,E:et,8ak,ci.IihZn,t`/n3,//,gi':S,:･X,liC£imI"l,gt,¥e.:'tsii'/il･l.:

 Antopy to say to them simply, `I am I'; ancl that manhood in him which
:l'S-de,igoZuggk,t/S.nM･sPiiuit2,S,it/¥y9f,2e,::a:･liiag,?g-AfWrEi･?,g(,l,iXg/℃'g,:tC,?e,e]Z#a.Sus,eW,//"i,gllZ･kWsX,liasxMi{

i/a/l,111I,l/r,'i'g/ilS"/ii,i,iielS;O?z,/i.g.goil/Iliga/Y,]',hli/8P//II,,IIw//Ili/.//li,'liii,;/ee･/i,/1℃yi,'3}nelC/℃os#egi(nkv3hlj,igiljigi;,b/i,;i/l･/Sl,i',l'ii"lla/la/i･i

,p

;12t$i,i,,$d,dlbyX/Ihtl,iX,iid,Util,eeli.kt/℃,,/llll'Ii':,lllyi,ll"2,p'lj,:,Syipg,s,tleeyk,¥hi,ISglllWP/i/,/1'f

gM' i.3',i"ial,,Ls:i,/$'/',h.Mi,liS,bs.ge/Xeigl//,y,"W#,i,'1,gYi,kC;nl･]td{./ap:eigSs'So:/i3./gi.iti:/sOIA.k,i;t$'h/Bggh'ge,ll'ef,nie,:s/a,KSg,,{.tR'l,ri/,,k'i.eg',

,9,xe,l,II,I,g'/k",pr/i,/s'ia･,gjl/1,9'/,,',i,i'i･g,iitlkCilieEti,'iji:&SghSa3.iLhihgSii,ge.'k22,i,fc'i.],Lr:,/gs,l,],,･.gi4e,g"t',$,/i,fgigY,gi,,i/i,k,g,Fti
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magic'. She is only a partial embodiment of the power which has overwhelmed
him. The impression that the Cleopatra of the last action seems to be a far

greater figure than the Cleopatra of the earlier acts is due to the fact that

up to the death of Antony the life of the play has been derived from him.
She is what she is to the imagination, rather in virtue of the effect we see

in Antony than by virtue of herself. As he is magnificent, she must be so.
But when he clies, her poetic function is to maintain and prolong that achieved

royalty of Antony's. Murry explains that before he dies she is, as yet, neither

royal nor loyal. But, with hi$ death, straightway her nature and her utterance

change. When he breathed out his soul, it found an abiding place in hez"
bocly. There the soul must needs struggle, but it prevails, The $upreme relation

of royalty and loyalty is, then, established in her, and she becomes royal.

She says, "X am again for Cydnus." Murry interprets that i$ not again for

Cydnus, but for the first time; the old Cydnus was but a symbol and
prefiguration for this new Cydnus, though there was the wonderful pageant
then. That was an event in time: this is an event in eternity. Those royal

robes were then only lovely garments of the body, but now they are the
integument of a soul. Shakespeare shows the queenly soul in travail of its

own royalty in the extreme challenge to reality. Murry summarized his theory
as follows, Frorn the beginning of the play we have been gradually raised to

height far above that of ordinary dramatic illusion: we have been lifted from

the human to the superhuman. Antony ennobles the sacrifice of his friends,
is the more ennobled by that sacrifice, and dies royally. Then his royal spirit

transfuses itself mysteriously into the mind and heart of his fickle queen.

All this we watch, not merely with the bodily, but with the spiritual eye,

and we hear it, not merely with the bodily, but with the spiritual ear. The

prime instrument of this sustained and deepening enchantment is a peculiar
quality of poetry. ]It is the reverberation of the noble deeds and more than

the reverberation of them. This quality of poetry conditions the acts and
gives them a quality of significance, and then the quality of `inspiration',

which our minds attribute to the poetry alone, envelops and suffuses the acts.

The poetic utterance passes into the dramatic deed, as if utterance and act

were but a single kind of expression.

    Murry says that the inward life and creative process of such a drama as
this are the gradual invasion and pervasion of the characters by the poetry

of their own utterance. Their acts gradually move into harmony with their

utterance, and, as the acts slowly change their nature, so the quality of the
utterance becomes more rich and rare. To this process of attunement of deed

to poetry, Murry says, there is only one inevitable end, Murry regards this

as a spiritual law derived from the strange logic of irnagination, He says
that the total self-sacrifice of one human being for another in death is the only

true synLbol we cqn recognize for Love the inextinguishable significance
of the Crucifixion. In this symbol Tirne is suffused and rnade incandescent
by Eternity. In this drama likewise the total self-surrender of chosen or self-

infiicted death is the only symbol of the complete suffusion of the character

by poetry. Shakespeare loads tlie act of death of the historical fact with all
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the significance it can contain, and poetry is the nieans by which he, cloess it.

He entangles his characters in the coinpulsive magic of poetic uttarance, ancl

submits thein to that alchemy o'f his supreme draniatic device, Thus they

change, and they become royal.(56)
    Harold C, Goddard acknowledges the merits of .xl?2･tony (und Clefo,Patra 1)tlt

he considers it to be unable to compete with the four famous trageclie$ of

Shal〈espeare for the affection$ ef readers, because they think that the hero
and heroine, coinpared with Shakespeare's other hqroes and heroines, are
soiled and stained by long submersion in the world, Bttt Goddard regarcls

the play as the one play of the author's in whi¢h love dram2L aiud pc)wer
drama are completely fusecl, In orcler to appreciate rightly Godcl'dz"d $trees$ets

the role of Octavius Caesar su'Efiicienty, Caesar is the indispensable backgrc)Lu:d

against which tlie protagonists must be seen and in contrast wiltii whi¢lx tliey

tal〈e on their significance. The play may be saidi to be a $tudy in the poxvct:
of personality versus the impersonality o'f power, Caesar has alino$t no
personality in any proper sense, and is identifie,cl with the wor!dly pow(:r,
So the inipression he procluces on us is one of coldne$s, of nullity, and of

des.th. Satire or derison on the power appears subtiy almo$t throughout tha
play, but nowhere in the play, except at the very end, is the riclieuie of it

more cQncentrated and effective than in the scene on I'ompey's galley thut
concludes the second Act; it is a perfect fusion of burlesque ancl political

wisdom. Goddard says that the word "love" covers rnany shade$ of amotion
from the highese spiritual and mystical feelings known to man down noL only
to sexual passion but to the basest perver$ions of it. It embraces both heaven

arid hell literally. He thinl〈s that this play might have been writ'ten to
confirm and amplify it. He also notes that Antony $hows the Nam!etian
powers, e.g. introspection, strength and weakness, courage and irresoiution,

masterful manhood anei feminine sensibility tlae paradoxes of Iinmlet, IIe
is passionate, rash, and self--indulgent, but has compensating virtues. Ne is

a military genius, a ruler, and a conqueror, and he can admit his faults
without 'false modesty. He is, in short, a Herculean Roman, and when this

man turns from the conquest of the world to the conquest of the most ¢emplex
and the most astonishing woman Shakespeare ever created, Godclard says,
we cannot accept it as a mere aet of dereliction, nor even as a descent,

   we can see here the whole purpose and scheme of the piay for the first
time. Cleopatra is also Woman in her infinite variety Woman is the Earth,
as various in her different moods as the landscape under changing effects of

light and shadow, $un and rain. Cleopatra's beauty may have been more
Dionysian beauty of vitality than the Apollonian beauty of form. Goddard
points out that the magnetism that emanates from her first meeting with
Antony at Cydnus is mere witchcraft and magic of her Dionysian beauty
compared with the authentic "fire" and "air" that descend on her before her

second immortal meeting with him at the end. It i$ the magic and witchcraft

of this enchanting queen that capitvate Antony in the first place. It is with

the semi-mytho!ogical CIeopatra, the ancestral image of Woman she evokes
within him, the gypsy, Egypt ancl the Serpent of old Nile, that he is in
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love. The fascination is mutual, and she in turn endows him with superhuman

attributes. He i$ to her the demi-Atlas of the Earth, Mars, anda descendant

from }Iercules, son of Zeus, This tradition abets the cosmic overvaluation of

him for her as her assumption of the role of the goddess l'sis does for him.

Goddard says that Shakespeare correspondingly suggests Antony to be like
sun, But not tmtil near end does this analogy shine forth so clearly that we

know the author's intention. In the Battle of Actium the protagonists are
defeated shamefu!ly, But to deepen the enigma, Shakespeare proceeds to show
that it is precisely out of the dishonour and de'feat that the spiritual triumph

emerges which js always found at the heart of the highest tragedy. More
and more as the play nears its end it seems to recede from history into
myth, or to open out and mount above history into a cosmic sunset of
imagination. Then sudden mysterious music is heard. It is a premonition of
the transubstantiation that is to overtake Antony in defeat. In defeat he puts

off the strength, the renown, and his spurious claim to divinity through
descent from the gods; and he puts on, in exchange, the true divinity of

his own guardian angel who is the enemy and the opposite of the demon of
power. Antony's metaphor of the sunset is only a confirmation of this, adding,

however, the element of fire to the element of air, When the sun goes down,

it has an alchemic power to transmute the material world into its own
substance. So does a great man when he dies. The world in which he had
lived is Iit up with his afterglow, Goddard says that this is the miracle which

Antony, dead, performs on Cleopatra. His devotion to her is what does it,
and it brings to the surface at last a Cleopatra that his love has Iong been

shaping underneath. Cleopatra the enchantress disappears for ever, and the

new Cleopatra takes the place of the old Cleopatra. This new Cleopatra
realizes the splendour of Antony at death so fully that her memory of him
transforms what little of life is left for her on earth into heaven. She enters

heaven in advance. After this the new Cleopatra is using the old Cleopatra
as her instrument; the new one issues the orders and the old one obeys them.

Never frorn the moment when the dying Antony is lifted up into her monument

does she waver in her undeviating resolution to join him in death. What
looks like hesitation and toying with the thought of life is but deception
utilized with the highest art to make certain that her determination to die

is not thwarted. Goddard says that those who think Cleopatra is driven to
suicide only when she is certain that if she does not kill herself she will be

shown in Caesar's triumph are tal〈en in by her as badly as is Caesar himself.
In Goddard's view, the interlude with her treasurer Seleucus is a deception to

conceal her intention. The reason she kept back some of her treasures is to

throw the gullible Caesar off the track of her intention, She assumes once more

the role of queen in her "best attires". She plays the very act of death. This

is not the eld Cleopatra reverting to the theatrical and meretricious queen,
but the new Cleopatra aspires to rise into that region where art is lifted into

life and life into art, e. g. the goal, alike, of art and Iife. After the loquacious

clown brought the asps and left her, Cleopatra renounces the intoxicants of
earth. Then a celestial intoxication comes over her and she feels herself being
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transmuted from earth into fire and air. The atmosphere o'fi sunset 〈turned
into sunrise by Charmian's phrase, "O eastern star!), the tmiversal charactek'

of every image and symbol, and above all the sublimity of the verse conspire

with action itself to prQduce this alchemic effect. Here is the harmony that

mitigates tragedy. Goddard considers the ¢ontrast between the two ineetings,
of Antony and Cleopatra at Cydnus, and regards them as the two foci of an
ellipse of this drama. The first meeting, as desciribed by Enol)arbus, is like

an immense tapestry or historical picture, a woyd painting, just the overdec-

orated sort of thing that the world mistakes for supreme atrt; it is the
poetry of senses, while the second meeting is spiritul rneeting and the poetry

of the imagination. The second i$ more than the greatest art; it i$ an

apocalypse. Goddard interprets Caesar's worcls spol〈en at her cleath a$ the
most miraculous touch in the whole play a touch that, like a fla$h
of lightning at night, illuniinates everything, Gazing (lown as i'f entranceci,

Caesar, who had been cold to her and to her beauty while $he lived, utters

the most beautiful 'words ever spol〈en of her, Those words show that: being
deacl she proves more powerful than the most powerful of men alive; she

mal〈es him realize that there is something mightier than might, something
stronger than death; she kindles the poet within hirn; she catches him in
the strong toil of grace; and she leads him in her triumph!

   Gocldard compares this piay with Romeo and juliet, Othello, King Lear,

and Hdmlet. He regards this play as one of Shakespeare's Roman trilc)gy
and considers it to be his historical masterpiece,(57)

  (4〉 Multi-Conscious Criticism and Other Latest Criticism,
   Multi-conscious criticism asserts that there is a popular dramatic tradition,

and that its dominant charcteristic is the audience's ability to respond spon-

taneously and ttnconsciously on more than one plane of attention at the same

time. This is called the principle of multi-consciousness, Mult･--conscious
critics believe that this principle is operated in the plays of Shakespeare,

and in the light of it they consider the problems of Shakespearean criticism.

This method of approach demands dual awareness of conventionalism and
naturalism, narrative and philosophy, play-world and real world, direct
presentation and allegorical presentation of character, and se forth, In thi$
method of approach are contained nearly all the methods of Bradely's natural-

ism, Stoll's conventionalism, and 'Knight's symbolism; and they are tried to
be unified on the principle of multi-consciousness as a Christian tradition,

   S.L. Bethell is a representative of this sort of criticism, He says that
Antony and CleoPatra ha$ been treated most unkindly by eritics. Dr. Johnson

and Schttcking find its defects in construction, but Granville-Barker refutes

them. Schticl〈ing, Stoll, and Graville-Barker all find its apparent inconsi$tencies
in psychology. The problem of the play, therefore, is that psychologically
one cannot reconcile the vicious, the vulgar, and the commonplace in Antony
and Cleopatra, with the sublimity with which they are inve$ted especially as

they face defeat and death. Naturalistica!ly studied, their tran$formation
appears inconsi$tent, and it seems to be rather an unworthy dramatic trick
to dodge the moral issue. To solve this problem Bethell makes clear the
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hidden meaning of this play by his method of approach. It is quite clear
that we are not to think Antony and Cleopatra merely as a lecher and a
strumpet. So Bethell insists that we must radically alter our critical approach

of naturalism and begin with the poetry itself, for, in his view, we are not
so much concerned with psychology as with the concrete poetic expression of

a complex interpretation of experience. Especially in the presentation of

C!eopatra, character aiid symbol are inextricably inter'fused, and, moreover,
there are passages of dQuble meaning, where the two meanings are clearly
separable. In the verse of the play Brobdingnagian imagery, that is to say,

objects of tremendous size and power are constantly uFilized to i!lustrate solne

quality of character or situation. Bethell says that this pervadmg suggestion
of tremendous size and power conveys the imperial theme and the dignity of
the persons involved. The same colossal imagery is also applied to the theme

of empire'and the theme of love, It is a deliberate equation. Thus we feel
Cleopatra's love as quite commensurable with the honour o'f war and statecraft

against which it must,be weighed. This strengthens the dignity of the love
of Antony and Cleopatra, and weakens the sensttality. Cleopatra'$ sensual

qualities, besides, are translated into the medium of poetry, and are ngt
shown by their actions. Such a poetic building-up proce$s is continuou$ ln
 the play. The two themes of love and empire are not merely paralleled in
 power and grandeur by poetry, but sharply contrasted as conflicting alternatives

 presented to Antony's choice. The contrast is also geographically expresfied

 as between East and West, or Egypt and Rome. Cleopatra and Qctavius
 Caesar stand respectively for the Egyptian and the Roman qualities, This

                                                  --- contrast is insisted upon also instagecraft. Egypt and its attractions are in-
 sisted on throughout the p!ay. Egypt and Rome repre$ent contradictory schemes

 of value, and contradictory attitudes to, and interpretaVigns of, the upiverse,

 The whole play, therefore, should be read with opposition of Egyptian and

 Roman values in mind. Egypt and Rome stand respectively for love and duty,
 pleasure and duty, indulgence and restraint, intuition and reason, or thg final

 authority of the $pontaneous affections and the authority of worldly wisdom

 or practidal common sense. Caesar enunciates the Stoic, Roman philosophy,
 He is cold and calculating; for reason$ of state he gives up his apparently

 beloved sister; he has a low opinion of the people; he is not tempted into
 any reckless action. Faced with the dead Cleopatra he is, indeed, moved for

 a moment, or speaks out of character, but he $oon becomes interested in the

 medical cause of the death. His last words are merely a cereiponious clgse
 to the play. He incarnat;es the practical reason, or worldly wisdom, with
 which are clo$ely linked the notions of restrictive morality and political
 Qrcler. Antony has a foot in both worlds, His position is central, for he is

 to make the choice between Egypt and Rome. CIeopatra stands opposite
 Caesar, incarnating intuition, the life of the spontaneous affections, with
 whieh are linked the notion$ of expansive morality and aesthetic order. In
 the play justice is done to Rome, but the tendency is to depreciate the Roman

 ･values, for there are a machine-like inevitability in Caesar, accgmpamed by

 a certain calculating meanness, and imperial corruption subducmg the note
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of Roman virtue. Shakespeare usually treats the new Renaissance virtue oE

ambition as a vice. The Egyptian qualities, crystallizecl in Cleopatra, are

correspondingly raised in our esteem by sul)tle poetic means. Instead o'f

making her a inixture of hoyden and strumpet, Shal〈espearen, taking 1)olclly
for thesis that `everything becomes' her, transmutes these clualities by poetic

paradox. Iffer character worries the psycliologist. Bethell interprets i't a$ an

extended metaphysical conceit rather than as a character, Accorcling to his

complex interpretation, the conceit is brought out by the resemblance c}f
form in words of opposite meaning: there are paradox, the fusion of oppc,)sites,

and a benediction upon her sensuality, The love o'f Antony ancl CleopEttra is

treated heavenly, and she is herself a goddess, Enobarbus' dies¢ription of her
in the barge at Cydnus has a ritual flavour, ancl she wa$ then actually
dressed as Venus, She habitually dressed as a deity, She has the mystery of
divinity and the same sort of immortality as Kea'ts' nightingale in virtLie o'f

her symbolic function. In her remarkable conceit the common atti'ibutGs of
age and ugliness are taken as the material o'f immortal beauty, and, syml')Ql･

ically interpreted, the phrase `deep in time' give$ her an infinite age･----

iinmortality. `Phoebu$' amorous pinches' mean that she is an immortai lc)ve.r

of the sun-god, of Phoebus--Apollo, the god o'f poetry and song, the parago;i

of beauty. The choice which Antony has to mal〈e between Rome ancl Egypt

is thus heavily weighted by Shal〈espeare on the Egyptian side, Ant{')ny is a
lordly man ancl a natural Egyptian, In his Roman clays he was procligad of

pains and in his Egyptian pleasures he was as magnificent, He has generc〉$ity
and it killed Enobarbus, a natural Egyptian with a deceptively Roman
exterior. Antony's love can measure up to Cleopatra, ancl the goddes$ imm-r-

talizes her mortal lover a$･he dies, Cleopatra is the focu$ and symbol of
intuition and the life of the spontaneous affection$ with its moral and aesthetic

corollaries. The psychologis'ts can hardly understand the character o'E CIeopatra,

Bethell says that Shakespeare presents in Cleopatra the mystery of woman,
tlae mystery of sensuality, an exploration of the hidden energies of life, and

a suggestion of its goal. Antony chooses Egypt. This means that intuition
or spontaneous feeling is opposed to practical wisdom, generosity to pruclenee,

love to duty, the private affections to public serviee, and the former in each

instance is preferred. Though the Roman values are not entirely repudiated,

the play $hows that the good life may be built upon the Egyptian values, for

the latter values are affirmative or positive, and not restrictive or negative

as the former. Bethell says that the play means that the strong, sinner ruay

enter heaven before the prudential legislator. In this play the $trong sinners

meet their purgatory, which is forced upon them by the graee which vi$its

them in the guise of defeat. Thus the changes of character inexp}icable by
psychologicai determinism, in BethelVs view, are readily explained if we perceive

that Shakespeare is applying theological categories, Antony's purgatory lie$

in military failure ancl a bungled suicide prompted by the fal$e report of
Cleopatra's cleath, and Cleopatra's in surviving Antony and in the thougl}t of

a Roman triumph. But the better Roman quaiities are needed to transmute
the Egyptian qualities into eternal valiclity, It is wrong t() conclenm their
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suicides from a Christian point of view. Their view of the hereafter is hardly

Christian either, but their assurance is emphatically not pagan and theologi-

cally orthodox. Bethell argues that Shal〈espeare tries to find in this play what
the positive bases of the good life are, and he finds them in the affections,

and the affeetions as rooted deep in the sensual nature. Of these Cleopatra
is the syrnbol, sen.sual even in death, for, paradoxically, the Egyptian values

must survive death. Bethe!1 concludes that in Antony ancl Cleopatra the
element of self-giving inherent in the sensual nature, purged of selfish fear,
is revealed in its eternal significance, while in' Caesar his heart is entirely

set on the passing world and has no such sel'fless hold upon eternity this
play is poetically stating the resurrection of the body. (58)

   Arthur Sewell can be regarded as a multi-conscious critic, for he fuses
natural criticism and aestheteial criticism excellently. Bethell finds the fusion

of multi-levels in the audience's multi-consciousness, while Sewell finds it in

theatre as a microcosm of society, Sewell makes much of the study of
`character' in Shakespeare's plays. But he suggests that the primary concern

in character-creation is moral, and not psychological. He sees theatre as a
microcosm of society, of which the audience is an integral part, and `character'

is what it is partly because of the kind of society in which the persons of

the play are irnagined to have their being; in other words, beeause of the
kind of order prevailed in the play in which they appear. This order is
considered by Sewell as the moral vision of the play. Sewell says that in

Shal〈espeare's comedies, they live in a secular society and are subjected to
secular moral judgments; i'n the histories, their behaviour and emotions are

public and political; in the great tragedies, Shal〈espeare's vision reaches out
to a conception of a metaphysical society, a world beyond this worid, but
subtending thi$ world, and in Rornan plays and the Romances, Shakespeare
returns to the secu!ar societ,y with a new emphasis not only on social order
but also on the renewal of the generations. What is the relation between the

moral vision and `character' then? Sewell exp!ains it as follows: in Shake-

speare's plays, the essential process of character-creation is a prismatic
breaking-up of the comprehensive vision of the piay; and each element of
the vision, so separated out, is in itse!f a unique･ illumination, finding its

individual fulfilment in character; and thus even the minor character$ have
a way of coming to life and of becoming in themselves a unique, if partial,

fulfilment of that vision, And at the same time even they enrich, diversify,

and individually quicken the comprehensive vision. Characters are the products

of the moral vision, but in that vision they are also agents. The minor
characters are not merely deductions from theme of the play, related by a
kind of dramatic geometry to the whole pattern, but also in them the vision

tranforms, even to a small extent, and lights up, the whole matter, Thus
in a manner possible only to his comprehensive soul, Shakespeare has trans-
formed and subtly defined the total vision o'f the play. In this way we see,

in Antony and CleoPatra, through Cleopatra a world in which sensuality is for

us a `mystery'. Of that sa;ne world, however, Charrnian, Iras, and also Alex-

as are part, and in them sensuality is not a `mystery' but something quite
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different, and yet Cleopatra moves in their company as a royal 'figure.. This

same world, too, we see as Enobarbus sees it, when he $ays, "Mine, ancl jnast

of our fortunes tonight, shall be drunk to bed." Each contributes to our
vision of a world in which sensuality might be a `mystery' and might bu no
mystery at all, too; and this vision is only part of the total vision of t;he pltty,

which cornprehends the austerities of Rome as well as the ardours of F-gyl:}t.

Sewell $ays that after the great tragedies, Shal〈espeare'$ major t:hemcr oncee

again becomes the eyes of the present world, as i'E he were tal〈ing up agaiii
the secular vision in this play as in his comedies, Neitlier Ant(my nor Clewpati-

ra i$ exempt at any time from the social judgeinent, Not to the univer$e but
to society are we concerned to accammodate what these persons were. Sw when
we discuss how lust and martial valour are treated in this play, it is a little:

extravagant to use such words as `mystery' and `value'. Vision is not clisec}vere,cl

by our looking at the world through Antony's eyes, His world･･･vie.w rnust ba

con$idered to be rather a matter which vision has to reckon with. rn this
play the imagery does not create for us a circumambient ux)iverse, althc)ugh

in the imagery a conventional universe, both physical and metaphysical, i$

taken for granted, Every image seems to come authorized ancl processeed by
social and literary u$age. This is true of the supreme inoment$ of the play

   true, for example, of Cleopatra's "Husband, Icome". The imagery is
what it is, $haped and substantiated by social and literary u$age; axid thct

characters never fashion for themselves their world or their universe; they
speak and behave withina world and universe already fashioned, $awell
interprets the scene in which Cleopatra dies as follows: Cleopatra takes leave

to make believe in death that their union was other than it wa$, There wa$
something in the union, certainly, which gives her now a ternporary title tc)

call Antony her husband; but what this something wa$ is no rnystery, Itr
was that kind of physical surrender and fulfilment which `continuate$' socirety,

and to which society gives, at the very heart of disapproval, aclmiration.

For, in Antony and Cleopatra, this surrender and fulfilment, thQugh of

its own kind absoiute, did not `continuate' soeiety. Pity now li¢en$es our
admiration, and disapproval is so subdued that we can make the sublirne
pretence that this union was not as it was, but otherwise. Not even here is

Cleopatra really self-transcendent, The same judgement must be rnade of
Antony. 'We do not see the universe through Antony's and Cleepatra's eyes;

they do not Iead us beyond themselves. We see them in the universe, and
within that universe we have to subdue them; and to that universe they
must, though in death, be i`econciled, But in that reconciliation they nmake

no discovery and experience no transformation of vision. In this play we ax'en

never intere$ted in what these eharacters do to themselves. We never wish
them otherwise. To wish them otherwise is to wish the spiritual universee
otherwi$e. The judgement involved is a secular and social juclgement. We
mis$ in the play the quality of humility. So we may view theni with a
kind of pity, but not with compassion, There is a kind of levity in them
which dwindles the rnoral status of the protagonits. They often come very
near to caricature. Shakespeare seems to be often half in league with
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society to denigrate these magnificences of spirits which society must admire

but dees not easily contain. ,Fleliciter azadax (happy valiancy) of this play may

be said of Shakespeare's range of sensibility and attitude, as well as of his

imagery and his mastery of the stage. (59) The above is the synopsis of Sewell's

critism of Antony a?za CleoPatra. His criticism seems to be too metaphysical

to appreciate the beautiful chiaroscuro of this tragedy.

    Apart from multi-conscious critics, Arthur M.Z.Norman says that
Shakespeare was apparently infiuenced in his works by Daniel's poetry, and

so there is a considerable possibility that he knew Daniel's popular Jrh"agedie

of CleoPatra which appeared during his lifetime in a number of editions. In

his essay "Daniel's tragedie of CleoPatra and Antony and CleoPatra", Norman

compares Shakespeare's Antony and CleoPatra with Samuel Daniel's Tlragedie
of CleoPatm and points out many similarities between them. He also assumes

that both Shakespeare's Cleopatra and Daniel's vary marked!y from the
unsympathetic picture of the queen given by P!utarch, to whom Cleopatra is
Antony's evil genius. Daniel's Cleopatra is ennobled by the realization of the

extent of her love for Antony and by･ sacrificing herself to that love.
Shakespeare's Cleopatra, though she is the amoral, wilful person described by

Plutarch, is equally close to Daniel's heroine as the embodiment of an enduring

passion. Norman insists that by considering Daniel's play as a possible secondary

influence upon Shakespeare's Antony and CleoPatra, we can explain Shakespeare's

daring use of two climaxes in his play which has provoked critical comment
both good and bad, and at the same time can explain his conception of Cleopatra

as the embodiment of a love transcending worldly obligations. (60)

    ]Y[ary Olive Thomas writes an essay on the repetitions in Antony's death

scene of Antony and CleoPatra where Antony is drawn up into the monument
to die in Cleopatra's arms (IV. xv). Cleopatra requests help in lines 12-13

and in lines 29-31, and Antony says, "I arn dying Egypt, dying", at line
18 and again at line 41. These repetitions have troubled editors of the play.

Bernard Jenkin says that they were caused by the confusion of Shakespeare's
original version and revised version in the Fir$t Folio. Dover Wilson attributes

them to the work of a cutter's hand (Shakespeare's or･prompter's〉 who sought
to abbreviate performance time. M. R. Ridley thinks that they were due to
the advantage of repetition in stage-effect, Shakespeare's forgetting to delete,

or his neglect of indications of deletion. Thornas examines in detail the two

sets ef lines in relation to Plutarch's narrative. She thinks that the repetitions

were written by Shakespeare, and, moreover, suggests that when the scene
is analyzed from the theatrical standpoint, interpolation is a more likely ex-

planation of the texual peculiarities than cutting･seems. She also thinks that

the repetitions may be regarded as Shakespeare's employment of rhetorical
figures at a time when he wishes to heighten effect and evoke compassion.
She coneludes that if the repetition alone are considered, taste is perhaps the

only arbiter; but when to the repetition are added the other factors, the
case for interpolation seems stronger; or perhaps the present reading resulted

from the printer's ignoring minor deletions, or perhaps Shal〈espeare was not
bothered by minor unevennesses.
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        Benjamin T. Spencer considers "paradoxical-metaphor" a$ a rhetoirical
     mode which in its reiteration throughout the five acts is peculiar t{') xt[Lnto?ay

     and CleoPatra and hence provides a clue to its implications. }Ie says that 'Lhis

     paradoxical metaphor involves the sense of bafflement and surprise, the inherent

     cQntradiction, and the unexpected reality beneath appearance, which at're
     associated with paradox, Paradox was a familiar device to the rlietc}ric;･･
     conscious Elizabethans of the literate class, many of whom may hazve recognize･cl

     in this tragedy its recurrent appearance in the form o'E synoeciosis, a y"king

     of seemingly incompatible terms. Spencer a$serts that in tlxis play the:

     paradoxical element pervades and dominate$ behaviour and cata$tnroplie-----･-tlie〉,
     play begins and ends on such a note, It becomes a staple in the utterai'zce o/E

     the Roinan characters about Egyptian aiifEtirs. The most concentrated expressio;;

     of this paradoxical metaphor in the Egyptian scene is to be foun(l in tlme
     description of Cleopatra on the barge. To Enobarbus the magic oE CIeopati'a

     seemed to lie not so imuch in sheer sensuoms splendor as in her paracloxical
     charni in which the splenclor is wreathed, Spencer says that Shakespeare dicl
     not, indeed, contradict Plutarch's characterization, but he addecl a paradoxicttil

     dimension to it which helpecl to transform Plutarch's didactic account into

     the more complex stuff of tragedy, Shal〈espeare not only rnalces the Qurean
     the greatest paradox in the play, but also goes beyond Plutarch in developing

' Antony as a character who is not 'merely an aggregate of diverse andi
     contrasting traits but a paradoxical one who seems to make "defect perfection"

     like Cleopatra, Spencer explains that in' addition to these concentrattiotis o'f

     paracloxical metaphors around Cleopatra and Antony, Shakespeare diffu$e$
     lighter touches of the same mode throughout the play by means of a pun,

     incongruous or unlikely associations in epithet and noun, complex ethi¢al
     oVertones, etc. Spencer presumes that Shakespeare's ultimate construction of

     this tragedy lay in the paradoxical metaphors; the sense of the paradoxical

     metaphors was surely the matrix from which much of the characterizaticm
     and the action sprang, and in the rnore comprehensive sweep of the plot
     paradox inevitably passed into irony. Both paradox and irony involve contra-
     dition, surprise, and the variance of the apparent with the real. It is o'ften

     hard to fix the separating line between the two, but paradox inclines towards

     the static, whereas irony looks more explicitly to antecedent expectation and

     action. Spencer says that in this tragedy paradox and irony serve as related

     media and rnanifest the mood of paradox which is, the imaginative prenii$e

     from which the major elements of the play are wrought. In ending the
     tragedy Shakespeare also held to paradox and irony, Spencer criticizes other

     criticisms of this tragedy from the point of view of the paradoxical metaphor.

     He thinks that what we have in the tragecly is the mirror held tu) to the
     disturbance of values when two large and incompatible cultures coine inte
     confiict, and the virtue whose feature the dramatic mirror shows here is an
     as yet undefined synthesis lying beyond both Rome and Egypt but partaking
     of the values of both. He says that for this undefined synthesis paradox was

     the inevitable mode of discourse, and the Elizabethan age which nurtured
     the art of John Donne wou!d have found itselE even more at home than we
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 glietohpitrhae,(6CS)iMUIatiVe Paradox that lies at the very heart of Antony and

,,,..MisC,h,"%i,gkgO¥A,,{wats,,`,2at,,,C,'zo.p,a`tha.'?,m.es,t,ggl:'kge.z,g,la,//tLe;,g,lgfel.I

acbi,ay.fi:t2tagcl.1･hCdie%p,aul2as,Lsgfil'･,g,?,e,x,p;.ag･Ms,c,ifig,p.at'.a'g,gegei･ax".mup,w,gt.h

 the texts of Antony and Cleopatra. In his view, the opposition of `business'
 (war or politics) and `pleasure' (love) imposes a choice for Antony, and at

 first he wav.ers between them. `Pleasure' has no priority over `business' and

 the former is on a level with the latter, or rather `business' predominates

 over `pleastire'. .Such is the Roman attitude to affections. Antony can lightly

 turn from Fulvia to Cleopatra, from Cleopatra to Octavia, from Octavia back
 tc) Cieopatra, When he left CleQpatra he forgot her, and she is in his thought

only when others remind him of her. The sequence of events leading to his

 return to Egypt depends not Qn passion but on policy. The soothsayer scene
 shows that if it is to Antony's interest to work in a sphere apart from
Caesar's, Egypt offers that sphere. The real impetus to return comes from
Caesar's initiation of hostilities and not from `pleasure', Antony's exclusive

concern with his own interest is incompatible with the love which we come
to understand through Cleopatra. He lacks that ficlelity which she shows us

to be a necessary component. Only hi$ belief that she has killed herself for

hirn convinces him finally of her love and makes him faithful, for that he
believed her to have betrayed him shows inversely that he was not faithful,

Against such an Roipan attitude the nature of love in Cleopatra must be
seen. She has the martial element in her and will appear in battie "for a
man". This element is wholly devoted to her fulfilment as a lover. Roman
contrast between love and war is in Cleopatra a synthesis. She leads the
leader, At Actium she de$troys the Rornan Antony for whom love and war
stood in contrast, and remakes hirn after her own kind. Though the method
is destructive, the purpose is creative. Thereafter he goes to war with the

solclier and the lover in him no longer separate. Hitherto he had ever "won

more in his othcer than person", In the synthesis of lover and soldier he for

the first time achieves his real reputation. Her love is deepened by her
di$aster into an experience which it is the function of the fifth Act to $tate.

In this act her role as faithfu1 wife and mother, the crown of the play, fqlly

evolves. Her care for her children cannot be doubted, though they are never

on Antony's lips. Her maternity is wide and intense. It includes not only

her childyen but all her subjects. The concept of queen is merged in that of

mother. The theme of mother, with that of wife, is strengthened in the fifth

Act, Her request to Caesar is not for herself but for her heirs. It is true

that, when Antony is dead and she is surprised in the monument, he is
paramount in her mind and the children form no impedimentto end herself,
but, when prevented and forced to live, she schemes for thern. The former
juxtaposition of lover and children remains in her. She kneels to Caesar for

the gift of `{conquered Egypt for her son". She conceals her treasure for her

children, When she learns from Dolabella's report that she cannot preserve
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                                                                    .them, she' need not preserve heTself any longer, In her death the composite
figure of wife and mother has fully evolved, and she goes to her `husband'

nursing a child. In Cleopatra out of a militant sexual love emerges wifely

and maternal fidelity, Lloyd says that the above-mentioned concept of
Cleopatra receives a succinct formulation in the evocation of Isis at the eiid

of Apuleius's Golden A.sse, Accorcling to whether the maternal or amorous
quality o'E the procreative principle is stressed, the name of Ceres or Vc)nus

is given to Isis. The goddess is also invoked as queen ef the deacl, I'Ier

worshippers call her by different names of Juno, Bellona, and Hecate, etc,
These names of Isis might be Cleopatra's. There is much in the fable of Isi$

that resembles the above-mentioned view of C!eopatra, Besicles, Piutarch's
account of Isis and Osiris was published in Philemon Holland's translation c,f

Mbralia in 1603, Lloyd pre$umes that Shakespeare had read it aJ:cl wtts
echoing it in parts of the plays. Lloyd cites the instances from the play ancl

explains them. Cleopatra was the first to see het'sel'E as Isis. Shal〈espeai'a

first tool〈 this hint from Plutarch's Lives. He also founct in the same $our¢e
a similar identification of Antony with Bacchus. Shalcepseare made use of it

in formulating certain elements in Antony's portrait, Bacchus and I-Iercules

are both akin to Antony in Lives, and this kinship Shakespeare clevelop$.
Bacchus i$ also considered by Plutarch in his es$ay to be akin to Osiris,

Shakespeare uses the associations oi Cleopatra with Isis, of Antony with
Bacchus and Hercules. But he deliberately denied to Antony that quality of

devoted love which have been as$ociated with Osiris, Lloyd concludes that
Shakespeare was acquainted with the cult of Isis from Platarch's essay and
from Apuleius, They are' echoed in his portrait and her values. So we can
hardly see Antony's tragedy as the centre-piece of the play. The fifth Act
falls into place as the necessary final stage in the evolution of the play'$

values, if we see as its subject the statement of the divine humanity whi¢h
is common to Isis and Cleopatra.(6S)

    L.J. Mills recognizes as the three principal themes in this tragedy the
East (Egypt) yersus the West (Rome), the strife in the Triumvirate, and the

love and tragedy of Antony and Cleopatra. He sees the last theme a$ dra-
matically dorninant, and says that the play presents the tragedy of Antony

and then the tragedy of Cleopatra. As one of the evidences supporting his
view is cited the title of the play as it appears in the Folio, "The 7'ragodtle

of Anthonie, and CleoPatra", and to the comma after "Anothonie" is paidi
attention as significant. As another evidence he quotes a passage frorn one
of judicially objective critics saying that Cleopatra has the stature as a tragic

figure in her own right. He explains the tragedy of Cleopatra as follows.
Her tragedy is of a clistinctly different kind from Antony's. There is no

admirable background for her to have a "tragic iall" as in the case of
Antony. She i$ sensual and egoistic and must have as her lovers the worlcl's

 greatest men one after another to satisfy her ego. She has no perception ofi
the fact that she is responsible for Antony's defeat and cleath, for her selfla･pity
and her concentration on self make it impossible for her to see the $ituation

objectively. This is the basis for her ultimate tragedy. But there are many
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Unaccountable behaviours throughout the play. The seeret of her charm lies
rather in the fact that neither Antony nor we (including Shakespeare himself)

Caii identify the secret of her charm, It should be noted that she commits
SUicide neither after the high Roman fashion, nor with singleness of motive
that actuates Antony. Her tragedy is what Willard Farnham states: it is part
Of her tragedy that with her subtlety she wins control of Antony's force and
1)y winning this control ruins him and herself. Her tragedy and his tragedy do

iiOt i!iteract and intensify each other, though each tragedy gives significance

to the other and increases its effect. When Antony dies, she, as can be
recognized, changes somewhat, and attains some realization of what Antony
wEtS･ Some appreciation of his worth, now that he is no more, comes to her;
he is good, being gone (one o'f rnotifs of this play). That she did not realize

it earlier, to a much greater degree, is her tragedy; `too little and too late'

is her tragedy, and the tragedy can be only partial and not complete, In
short, Cleopatra's tragedy is inherent in her equivocality, utter self-interest,

and comp!ete ignorance of the existence of an unselfish love apart from the

physical, She has had no comprehension of Roman virtues and has not
unclerstood Antony's true worth. She gloried in his wor!dly greatness for her

own sake and not for his sake. She evinces little concern about her country;

she is woman, not queen in her interests and behaviour. She is as innoeent
of morality as Falstaff of honour. But she does learn something, through
frustration and suffering, of what virtue means. But the beginning to learn
anything other than sensual selFinterest comes when there is neither the

opportunity nor the time for growth to ensue, In that irony in the too
little and the too late lies her tragedy. The above is the summary of
Mills' criticism. It has been much infiuenced by Willard Farnham's criticism
of the tragedy; but it seems to be a little biased on account of his application

of a moral standard to Cleopatra which is relevant to us but irrelevant to

her. C64)

Concluding Reinarkg

   I have interpreted criticism in a broad sense, and so I have dealt with
not only the proper criticisms of Shakespeare's Antony. and GleoPgtra byt. a. lso

the works of interpretative or other miscellaneous studies of it as its criticism

in this historical study on the criticism, for such works involve also a
considerable amount of criticism and make ene of the bases for its proper
criticism. I have surveyed those criticisms and described them as objectively

as possible. Subjective writings very often pervert tpistory and convey false-

hood, soI must be satisfied with offering the historical facts about the

criticism o'f the tragedy.

   There is a general tendency towards the recognition o£ the greatness of
this tragedy as the criticism advances form the earlier times to the latest.

But the criticism is different according to the ages. And in the same age
the criticism is di'fferent according to the metheds of approach and the $choo!s

of the critics. Moreover, even among the critics of the same age, method,
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                                                         i-- iand school, various criticisms of the play are seen, The critici$m varies
owing to the critics' tasees, the degrees of appreciative ability, scholarship,

prejudices, etc. Their criticisms are different as i'fi they were the blindmen's

comments on an elephant in Aesop's Ecxbles. Their differences, inversety,

show whether the critics' views are partial or conprehensive, whether
their learning is deep and wide or shallow and narrow, and whether their
tastes and appreciative powers are free from various kinds of prejudices
or not, rather than whether their criticisms are right or wrong, The fact

that this play has presented many critical problems shows that it is so gvegtt

a tragedy that its entity and merits are not easily under$Lamdable and
appreciable even for critics and scholars. Hence each critic reveals his own
level of poetic vision or appreciative ability in his criticism of the play, The

critics who can appraise the play to be a great tragedy are to sliow 'the

excellence of their critical powers.
   To evaluate the above-rnentioned criticisms by referring to the text$ of

the play is to write, in effect, my own criticism of the tragedy, Thi$,
therefore, will go beyond the limit of this historical study, but1 hope tc)

have the opportunity to write the criticism of the tragedy my$elf in future.
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